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INTRODUCTI 0 N

Perhaps more than any other single ,group of people, day care providers are keenly aware of the
ever increasing demand for quality, affordable day care services. All indications are that this demand
will continue to grow in, the years to come, as women continue to enter the tabor force in record
numbers. This increased demand for day 'care, coupled with the shrinking day care funds, which,
charactenze today's economy, has proven to be a never ending challenge. In response to this'
dollenge, mtny providers are looking with renewed interest at ways to enhance parent involvement
in their programs. Recognizing tItat pafent involvement is as much a component of quality care as
are the cumculum, staff and facilities, these prtividers aie eager to find and use interesting, innovative
approaches to parent involvement in. their day care settings.

Yet meaningful parek ,involvement in day care is often difficult to achieve and sustain. Many
programs which have iniblved parents for years in fundamental ways are struggling to sustain that
basic involvement from one year to the next. Just as day care itself takes on more and more varieties,
Lch as before- and after-snooI care, employ r sponsored care, sick care, 24 hour care, etc., so
too must providers look for new and increasin ly innpvative ways to involve parents meaningfully
in their programs.

I.

WHY A RESOURCE MANUAL ON PARENT
INVOLVEMENT.)

This comprehensive manual on parent involvement was developed as a resource for Roviders
who are struggling with issues of parent involvement and family support. It is the produei of wo
year research and demonstration prMect, funded by the Administration for Children, Youth and
Famtlie (ACYF) to improve the quality of day care services in states by encouraging meaningful
parent Involvement in day care, programs. This manual is a practical document which offers ways
to successfully involve parents in day care. It provides descriptions of triedrand tested approaches
to parent involvement, including practicaLtips and implemention strategis-, in sufficient detail to
allow program to. adopt or adapt a given approach to their unique situations. The information
contarned in the manual was compiled from a variety of sources, all of which represent geographically
and progranimatically diverse segments of the day care publit'ahd widely varying day care settings.
Each of the approaches or Models.described in the (m_Tual has been proven effective in supporting
families, mvolving parents, and generally bUilding.and strengthening the copperattve relationship
between providers, programs, and parents, 2

Twelve of the 14 models and approaches described in the manual were field tested reoently by
day care providers throughout the country. The field test pa antsboth providers nd parents
represented the broad spectru.m and diversity of day care n oniily. The results of these model
demonstrations gave us,a riCh reservoir of useful information* ijpn Which to drw in preparing thi;

-
resource manual.

1
(
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Although comprehensive in nature, the manual is riot intended to be all inclusive, for it is impossible
to describe in ve document very day care program that is meaningfully involving parents in all
facets of its operations. Rather, the manual seeks to offer bluepnnts of successful approaches to
parent involvement which might be implemented by many programs in varying ways. It is intended
for Providers, both family day care providers and those in day care centers. for parents, and for
those individuals at the State level responsible for assisting gay care providers in upgrading the
quality of day care. An additional resource for State day care specialists is the Trainer's Guide to
Parent Involvement in Day Care, designed as a companion document to this resoure manual.

HOW THE MANUAL IS ORGANIZED
A

This mahual is divided Into siX chapters. The first chapter defines parent involvement, highlights
some of the benefits which occur when parents are involved in day carv programs, and discusses
some common stumbling blocks encountered, as well as some possible sotutions. Ch,apter 2 provides
some clues on where to start with parent involvement, including setting realistic goals and assessing
parerat needs and community resources. Informa,tion ak4t how to set the stage for effective parent
involvementincluding successful communfcatibn and o s "Nation techniquesis offered in Chap-
thr 3. Cha r 4 provides a useful, conceptual framework or examining the two major categories
of parent Inv lvement in day care. programs supporting p rents and parents.suppohing programs.
Chapter 5 cont s !llustrative models or approaches to nvolving parents in day care programs

'Chapter 6 is an annotated bibliography of parent involve ent resources.

.4
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CHATTER 1. WHAT IS
PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN
DAY CARE?

Parent involvement in day care refers to the mutually beneficial partnership between parents and
providers that serves to create positive and wholesome environments in which children can thrive.
When good relationships between parents and providers exist,,much of the fear and anxiety that
children expenence when they leave home is diminished. Parent involvement includes a variety of
activities designed to enhance the day care experience for providers, parents, and children. .

, -

,

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

As a provider of day care, parent involvement may not be your most iMportant issue. There are
a number of concerns and problems most day care providers focus on before they are able to
consider ways to 'enhance parent involvement in their programs. Yet parent involvement has been
shown to have.tremendous benefits in dealing with many of the following common concerns and
problems:

provider burnout and staff turnoverthe on-
going need to provide for staff development
in order to encltance skills and increase job
satisfaction;

the burden on providers of continually shoul-
dering the responsibilities of funning a day
care_pro9rarn alone,

,
the sense of isolation due to lack of contact
with other adultsespecially true of family
home mothers; ,

parental des pendepty on the provider for in-
formatipn or resources they need and for
emotional support;

'funding problemsthe continual problem of
raising adequate funds to teplace equipment
and supplies, to pay salaries, or to build or
rent a new facility;

o

'
obtaining and sustaining community support
for local child care programs and for day care
as a national priority;

dealing with State funding and licensing agen-
cies;

dealing with behavior problems due to dif-
ferences in child rearing practices;

lack of consistency in child r aring practices
.of providers and parents' and

the need to continually vitalize the curric-
ulum.

k.

,
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Another area of concern is the quality of the day care experience for cf-iildrgn and their parents.
Parent involvement activities can help overcome some of the following problems experienced by
parents and children: ,

i
..

separation anxiety; prental feelings of inadequasiy in handling
. their children's behavior and promoting their

guilty feelings of parents about leaving their learning. ,child in day care to go to work;

.confusion the child experiences because of
inconsistent rules between home and school;
and )
When parents are meaningfully involved in their children's day care the quality of theit personal

relationships is often enhanced. There is a good deal of,evidence suggesting that when children see
their parents participating in their day care programs, their telf-esteem floprishes and they grow
cognitively and academically. Parent involvement activities can help strengthen families by reinforcing
the importance of having positive, supportive intera'aions athong family.members. When parents
are familiar with the content, routines, and activities of the day care program, they are iess likely to
feel anxious or guilty about being away from their children all day._

,

r

,

,

,
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WHAT ARE THE OBSTACLES TO PARENT
INVOLVEMENT

.
If parent involvement makes so much sense for everyone involved, why is it so hard to achieve?
In reality, there are a host of obstaclessome reat some percei'vedwhich can stand in the way
of successful parent involvem t in day care. You may recognize some of the the following statements
made by. other providers and frrents.

Parent

"I work all day. I don't have time to become "It's easier to get the job, done myself than to
organize parents to do it."involved in the cloy care program."

"My child acts up whenever I come to the class-
room. It's better if I'm not there."

"I don't understand why these parents don't
show more interest in what's going on in their
child's classroom."



Parent

jø

Provider

go.

"I wouldn't know what to look for in choosing "Parents pay me to take care of their children
a day care program. I go by recommendations and depend on me to be the expvt. How can
of people I know." I ask them to make decisions about the pro-

. gram?"

"I don't have any special skills to offer the day
care prograin.''

"I can't count on my parents. They rarely show
up at meetings and don't seem interested in the
program.'

While these and other barriers to successful parent involvement are very real, they are rarely
insurmountable. Responses will vary depending on the particular situation. For example, providers
faced with parents who say they have no time to become involved in their child's day care program
have responded to this barrier in...a variety of ways:

A family home mother in Washington occa- Hornet-school notes are used effeCtively by
sionally invites parents to stay for dinner and many, day care providers to ensure ongoing
talk about mutual concerns. communication.

6
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- One provider iakes sm411 groups of children
. to visit patents at work.

One provider distributed a schedule ol when
.Footsteps would be on th)a Ideal TV statior4
and fOund that parents spontaneously asked
for an opportunity todisc.uss the prodrams as
a group,

A director of a large center in Virginia requires
ten hours of work frdi-n each parent during
the year and offers parents a choice of -what
they want totdo.

Teacheis at one center make' periodic phone
to parents to discus their, children'i

progress.

Many providers use biithdays and holidays
to involve parepts i9 planning parties for the
children. ,

-In developing a resource guide, a proy?der in
Neu.), York sent out a brief questionnaire to
solicit parents' suggestions on what shotild be
included and to track down-information.

There 'are many other creativv and effective solutions to handling the problem of parents who

have little time to give to parent involvement activities. This manual is designed to confront the

obstacle's to parent involvement by offering practical ideas and examples of approaches which have

led to suCsessful parent pargcipation in day care. The suggestions offered include simple activities

.and ideas which require no more than a commitment of two or three minutes to those whfch require

more resourees and tithe to set up and i-naintain.

HOW tO USE THIS MANUAL

The next chapter is, entitled "Where Do
Begin?" We suggest that a goocl place to start
is to take a look at where you 'are and wh re
you want to go. Chapter 2, therefore, of ers
practical ideas,for assessing your pwn situa on,
developing goals, and evaluating what yoA do.

. .

.,Chapter 3, "Settin iliu trates
how, good communication. is the'fouridatiOn for
successful parent irOolvement:Inviting parents
to observe the day care program is ond way to

, establih &good basis of undersfanding. Prac-
tical tips and stiltegies -are offered. on how to

;
elrisure good conwunicatitin_and meaningful
parental observations of the day care prograrn.

6

Thee remaining chapters outline 'parent in-
volvement activities and approaches Chapter
4, "Avenues of Parent Involvement" de-
scribes the informal-ways in which nts su-
port providers and Providers suppo parents
,chapter 5, "IllustratiVe Models" contains il-
lustrative models or approaches to involving
parents. Chapter 6, Elt, Select Bibliography
of Parent Involvement Resources" contains
selected listings for providers who wish to read
more extensively on the topics presented. To
facilitate 'your efforts to locate information, ac-
tivities and models relevant to the common con-
cerns and .problems discussed at the beginning
of this chapter, the followinlindex is offered.



INDEX TO INFORMATION, ACTIVITIES AND MODELS

Common Provider Concemd and
Problems

The burden on providers of continuajly
s..):17......Siiouldering the' responsibilities of running
a ay. care program alone. .

.---*

The sense of isolation due to laek of contact
with other adultsespecially true of family
home mothers.

Parental dependency on the provider for
information or resources they need cpd-for
emotibnal support.

Funding problemsthe continual problem
of raisinscadequate funds to replace egt4p-
ment and supplies, to pcly sterres, or to
build, or rent a new facility.

4
,

Obtaining and sustaining community sup-
port for local child care programs and for
day care as a national priority.

Activities/Models

Par-enes' as F4ources.-.
Parents Committees
Parents as Decision Makers
Parent Boards
Parents as Advocates
Parent/Provider Advocacy Groups

Parents as Resource'r
Parent .upport Grodps
Home Visits

parental
Observations

Parent Education Programs (goals)
Newsletters
Peer Support
Parental Observation
Home Visit.
Telephone Warm Lines
ResoUrce Networks.and Guides
Parent SUpport Groups
Cooperatives
Toy. Lending Libraries
Drop-in Centers

Parent Committees
Parents as,Decision Makers
Parent Boards
Parents as Advocates
Pareht/Provider Advocacy Groups
Activities Workshops

Open-house
Parents as Decision Makers
Parent Boards
Parents as Admocates
Parent/Provider Advocacy Groups

41.

Page
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40
101
42

105
44

110

40
83
49
53

92
37
39
53
49
58-
79
83
87
62
74

101
42

105
44

110
2 67

38
42

105
44

110
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CommodProvider Concerns and
Problems

Activities/Models Page

Dealing with State funding and licensing
agencies.

L.r

Dealing with beltavior problems due to dir
ferences in child rearing practices.

High staff turnover an'crthe ongoing need
to provide for staff development in order
to enhance skills and increase job Satisfac-

tion.

The need to continually revitalize the cur-
riculum.

Common Problems of Children and
Parents

Parents as Decision M'akers
Parent Boards
Parents as Advocates
Parent/Provider Advocacy Groups

Communication
Observation

'Home Visits ...

Parental Observation
.Hoyne-School Learning Nots
Parent/Provider Conferences/Discussions
Footsteps
Exploring Parenting

I.

Parent (and Provider) Education Prtrams
Footsteps
Exploring Parenting

, Parents as Resources
Parent Committees
Activities Workshops

Activities/Models

42
105
44

110

.28
31
49
53
38
39
92
97

92
97

40
101
67

Page

28
31
38
49
53
92,
97

39
31
53
83
42

105

Separation anxiety.

Guilty feelings of parents abbut leaving their
child in day care.

Communication
Observation
Home-School Learning Notes
Home Visits
Parental Observation
Footsteps
Exploring Parenting

Peer Support
Observation
Parental Observation)
Parent Support Groups
Parents as Decision Makers
Parent Boards

9
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Confusion the child experiences because of
inconsistent rules between home and school.

F-elings of inadequacy on the part of pair-
ents to handle their children's behavior and
promote their leilming.

400

Communication
Observation
Parental Observation 14

Parent/Provider Conferences/Discussions
Open House
Newsletters/Updates
Home Visits

Goa1s.of Parent Education
Toy Lending Libraries
Activities Workshops
Parent Support Groups
Telephone Warm Lines
Footsteps
Exiloring Parenting

28
31
53
39
38
37
49

92
62
67
83
58
92
97
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Ci-IAPTER 2. WHERE DO I
BEGIN?

As a provider of day care services, you are alrea4 promoting parent involvement A go6d place
to begin, therefore, is to look at what parent involvemerk practices already exist and to decide how
you want to expand and increa e our activities. You may want to ask questions, such as the
following

What do I do every day to involve parents in their child's day care experience')

In, what ways are parents already contributing to my program')

is

What do the parents see as' their needs and interests')

Who are the parents I never hear from?

Who are theichildren I" feel need extra help adjustinvo the-day ca4re prtgrarn? ..11
A

How catl parerrts help me9

Where can I find additional resources to support my parent involvement activities')

A

IDENTIFYING PARENT INVOLVEMENT
PRACTICES THAT ALREADYEXIST

If we are Dot careful, we could easily overlook
the
volv
hav
in on
exarr
ticip

any ways that parents are already in-
&The fact is that most day care providers
be_eninvolving parents in their programs
way Or another since their inception. For
le, all of the day care programs that par-

ted in this project's pilot test, regardless of
their type or size, reported that some form of
parent involvement activities occurred regularly
in their programs and almost half said these
activities had been ir place for several years,

As you read thiough this manual, ou will

learn about approaches to parent inVolvement
which are new to you, but you will also recognize
many of the activities. It is important not to min-
imize the everyday parent involvement prac-
tices, they can be as meaningful as offering a
course on child development.

For example, ale-Le of the parent involvement
practices thdt occur all the time in many day
care programs include the following, using drop-
off and pick-up times to talk about the children,
maktng phone calls on a regular basis; encour-
aging parents to drop in for lunch with their child,
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,

exchanging isona1 notes. and sending news-
letters home; having pareni lounges or bulletin
boprds; social functions like pot kick suppers or

-ighipri shows; conducting parent workshops and
many others.

One of the ways to begin using this manual
is to make a list of the parent involvement prac-
tices you have already implemented A form is

ISk

/

/

, 4,

.,

,

/

v

.,

included for you On the following page. (Figure
1.)

In looking over the list of your parent involve-
ment activities, it may be helpful taask yourself,
"How did these practices get started?". and 'Are
they meeting needs which still exiet?" The-better
you know (fie parents and your own needs, the
easier it will be to respond to these questions.

,

,

-,.

*

v

)

N
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FIGURE 1

EXISTING PARENT INVOLVEMENT
ACTIVITIES

DAILY INFORMAL ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE PARENTS:

Example: rhats°during drop-off or pick-up times.

zi

NV,

WAYS IN WHICH I SUPPORT PARENTS:

Example: Monthly newsletter on program activities.

WAYS IN WHICH PARENTS SUPPORT ME:

Example: Organizing a fundraising fair every spring.

13'



GETTING TO KNOW YOUR PARENTS

Whether your program is center-base or
home-based, the ment involvement activities
you plan will be rni:At successful if they are de-
signed to suit the parents you want to involve
Knowing your parents helps you to plan In set
ting up a meeting time, for example. it is helpful
to know the work schedule of the parents y9u
want to attend

You probably already have a good un er-
standing of your parent;populati,on Some p
viders have found it usdful to d'Jelop a pafnt
pkofile to obtain more extensive information on

parents. The follow* parent profile is offered
as one example. (Figure 2.)

The inforipation made a vailable through par-
ent profiles rrequen gives you immedia4e clos
to the mOst wor able types of parent involve-
ment activities For example. if most of tike fam-
ilies you serve have a large number of ch'gdren,
then a need for extended child care resources,
such as health programs. Orent support pro-
grams. drop-In programs. or babysitting coops
might be indicated



ill
FIGURE 2. ,

PARENT PROFILE
:

FAMILY INFORMATIQN
«

Flow many people live in the krome?

How many children live in the home?

What are the children's ages?

,

0

Do both parents live in the home? Yes No

How old is the mother? How old is the father-7

WORK INFORMATION ,

Does the mother work?
. ,

Full-time Part-time

What are ber 'hours?

Does she evet work on 'weekends?

Does the father work?

Full-time 16 Part-time

What ire his hours:5

Does he ever work on weekends?

Yes

*

' Yes' No

Yes Nof

Yes yo

LANGUAGE s

Are there languages. other than En sh, spoken in the home?
Yes No I

If yes, please list:

Name:

a

i

15



ASSESSING PARENT INTERESTS

Parents have their own, ideas on,what they
need, what interests them, and what skills they
have to offer.

Parent interest questionnaires are designed to
assist you in finding out.
1) the type of leisure activities that parents would
like to be involved in, 2) areas of support and

"la

' 4.4

perfial development in which parents are in-
terested, and 3) ways in which parents can serve
as resources.

The following Parent Interest Questionnaire
can be modified tolneet the specific needs and
interests of your parents.4Figure 3.)

16



FIGURE 3

PARENT INTEREST QUETIONNAIRE
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

What types of social activities would you ,enjoy participating in with other parents and staff in our

program?

a card party

family picnic

_ pot luck dinner

boat ride

Would you help to plan social activities for parents and staff?
Yes No

How often would you attend social activi es at the center?_ Weekly

HdBBIES

Would 'you like tO learn:

'

nthly

other:
Please list

_ Every other month

sewing - etocheting _ photography'

kasic carpentry knitting _ other ,

v'

Do you or any family-member have any particular skill like those listed above that you would teach
to other.parents? Yes No

What kills?-
)

,How often would you attend classes iryour area of interest?

4_ Weekly Monthly ', Every other month

17
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PARENTING EDUCATION/FAMILY SUPPORT .

Which of these topics would you like to receive inforrnation jr? (Please check)

Child growth and development (understanding child development, disciphne and other prob-
lem areas, activities to do at home to nhanc? children's development, other)

Adult education (classes and courses available, GED, junior college, college, scholarship in-
formation, othel

Employment (how to complete a job application, how to succeed in job interviews, job
opportunities in the area, other)

Health education (recognizing and treating common childhood diseases, emergency first aid,
safety in the home, fam1ly planning, pregnancy and childbirth, drug abuse and alcoholism,
other)

Nutritiorfeducation (preparing inexpensive, nutritious meals, growing foods at home, how to
get food stamps; weight control; forming food coops; other)

Resource management and use of community agencies (budgeting and stretching your dollar,
services provided by community agencies, comparative shopping, other)

Can you provide printed information to other parents on any of the topics listed above2J-
Yes No

Which topics?

Would you be willing to present a workshop on any of the topics listed
Yes No

Which topics?

PARENT AVAILABILITY

Please check ( X ) the time and day most convenient for you to attend or conduct workshops,
parent meetings, or Dther parent activities.

TIME DAY

_ Morning 9-12 _ Mont _ Tues. _ Wed. _ Thurs. _ Fri. _ Sat. _ Sun.

18



_ Afternoon 1-4 _ Mon. _ Tues. _ Wed. _ Thurs. _ Fri. Sat. _ Sun.

_ Evening 7-9:30 _ Mon. _ Tues. _ Wed. _ Thufs. _ Fri. _ Sat. _ Sun.

Would you need transpO'rtation?

Would you need babysitting services?

Nfie4criClother.

Name of Father.

Date:

Yes

Yes

-"N
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ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRES AND
PROFILES

It is possible that you will look at the previous
two forms and decide that because your pro-
gram is small, you can obtaiQ the same infor-
mation informally. Family day care providers,
or providers who serve only 10 to 15 families,

ucceeded in learning about the parents'
and farbily characteristics in some of the

fo owing ways:

talking with them informally on a daily basis,

asking for parents' interests at a parent/prov-,
ider meeting,. ,

reviewing information obtained during intake,

making home visits

If you feel that the profile and questionnaire
approach would be most useful in obtaining the
specific information you seek, there are a variety
of ways to proceed. Of utmost importance is the
need to be sensitive to how parents may react
.to these forms. Many parents have beep inun-
dated with fornis from health clinics, unem-

ployment agencies or social service organiza-
tions. They may react to one more form with
resentment and suspicion. Providers have sug-
gested the following tips for alleviating parentli4
concerns and for ensuring that they obtain ac-
curate and useful information.

Complete the questionnaires iDa face-to-face
interview with parents rather than sending
them home where forms are often lost or

\ forgotten.

Reassure parents that this is confidential in-
formation which will only be used to match
parent involvement activities with parents'
needs and interests and to schedule these
activities at convenient and appropriate times.

Design the fornis so that the.; are clearly dis-
tinct from typical government forms.

cotorful paper,

decorate them with children's line draw-
ings.

ASSESSING PROGRAM/PROVIDER NEEDS

After learning about the parents and assessing
their needs ancLinterests, it is equally important
to assess your needs. Parent involvement, after
all, is a partnership which should be mutually
beneficial. You are in the best position to assess
the needs of the day care program and How the
parents can be supportive.

On the next page is a Provider Needs As-
sessment. (Figure 4.) You can fill it out at your
desk or at a staff meeting, with input from other
teachers

20



FIGURE 4

PROVIDER NEEDS ASSESSMENT

OFTEN OCCASIONALLY NEVER

Do you need additional help working directly
with children:

in center or home
on field trips -
other; specify

Do you need program assistance with:

developing activities
preparing classroom materials
ordering films,' equipment
other; specify

Do you need help repairing or improving the
building, such as:

painting
carpentry
plumbing or ectrical work
building f iture or toys
gener ean up

- r

Do you need masiagement/administrative assis-
tanl, such as:

bookkeeping
training staff
hiring/firing staff
dgveloping management procedures
recruiting children
fundraisine
obtaini4g people to erve on a Board of
Directors
arranging transportatibn
other

21.



IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
,

Most communities offer resources which wckild
benefkt both families and the day care progra'm
itself. By becoming acquainted with community
parks, museums, and historic sites you cari ex-
pand the daily routines to include field trips and
other educational activities. Maintaining a list of
phone numbers (emergency and non-emer-
geney) for medical, legal, and social services is
helpful for you as a provider and as a smice
to parents who often use the day care provider
as an informational and referral resource.

Many communtfies already.have excellent list-
ings of community resources. Some places to
check to see if an up-to-date resource directory
already exists in your community are. your local

.

public library, neighborhood or civic socia-
tons, community chest agencies., and the local
public school. If you find that your comm ity
does not have an up-to-date resource directory,
it is fairly simple to develop your own.

Developing a community resources directory
containing names, addres...4es, and phone num-
bers is an excellent vehicle for parent involve-
ment. Interested parents can be given a list of
suggested resources and asked to expand it with
ideas of their owrrThey can also call other par-
ents to splicit additional ideas. The completed
directory can then be distributed to all of the
day care families. A sample Table Of Contents
is included on the rollowingg page (Figure 5 )

't
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FIGURE 5.

BRIGHTON COMMUNITY RESOURCE
DIRECTORY

- Table of Coritents

,EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS

--Polite (617)
Fire Department (617)
Ambulance (617)

HEALTH CLINICS/HOSPITALS

CRISIS HOTLINES
(drug/alcohol abuse; rape clinics;
child/spouse abuse, etc.)

LEGAL SERVICES

RECREATIONAL SERVICES

Recreation Association
Parks
Swimming- Pools
Day Camps
Museums
Organized Toursirour Mobiles
Libraries

MASS TRANSIT

Buses
'Subways
Taxis

PLACES OF WORSHIP

Churches
Synagogues
Mosques

YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS

Boys/Girls Clubs
Boy Scouts/Cub Scouts
Girl Scouts/Campfire Girls
4H
Little Lea
YMC

BUSINESS AND SOCIAL CLUBS

Neighborhood Associations
Kiwanis
Rotary'
Lions Club
Fraternities/Sororities
Chamber of Commerce

&CV
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MAKING USE OF THE INFORMATION
COMPILED AND SETTING GOALS

Having obtained a more detailed picture of
your parent population, assessed their interests
and skills, and examined the needs of the pro-
gram itself, you are ready to make use of the
information compiled. This is a crucial stage in
the parent involvement process. It is very im-
portant to demonstrate to parents that you were
serious about building your parent involvement
program around real needs an. issues. Expe-
nenced providers, therefore, .dest looking over
the list of interests parer s identified and se-
lecting one activity that ou can.implement im-
mediately Pick one th t will produce immediate
rewards For example, if parents want to be
regularly informed about how their child is ad-
justing to day care and what he or she is doing,
you may:

develop a system for exchanging home/school
notes once a week;

. regularly call parents to discuss their child's
- progress;

make a point tot* to parents in the mornings
or evenings and specifically talk about their
child's progress;

create a parent bulletin board on which you
post the week's activities and events.

Once you have demonstrated to parents that
you are intent upon- developing parent involve-
ment activities which meet their needs and the
needs of the program, yOu can more system-
atically review the information you have com-
piled and identify priorities. It is helpful at this
point to develop goalsboth short-term and
long-termof what you hope to accomplish
Examples of short-term goalS follow: .

"have each parent donate a covered dish for
the international party;,

invite one parent per month to have lunch
with the children in your family day care home,

organize a center clean up day in which each
parent will spend three hours working to
beautify the classrooms.

Examples of long-term goals.

set up workshops requested by parents on
child development, health, and nutrition,

organize an informal peer support group with
the parents in your family day care home,

ensure that every parent will participate in two
weekend activities with his/her child.

1.0

Once a goal has been set, it is important to
identify the necessary steps for achieving the
goal. This might involve:

asking parents to sign up for a particular dish
they will bring;

posting a list of tasks to be compiled on the
clean yP day and asking parents to volunteer;t .
using the list of community resources to find
"experts" to, conduct workshops requested
by parents;

i volving parents in organizing family outings
community locations.

TkleCikstrative models in Chapter 5 identify
step-bsi-step procedures for implementing dif-
ferent parent involvement activities

,
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EVALUATING AND MONITORING PARENT
INVOLVEMENT

Evaluating and Monitoring parent involve-
ment'cin be a formal.process in which parents
are asked to respond to a questionnaire about
an activity; or it can be an informal process in
which you observe the outcomes of an activity
and talk with parents about their reactions. Suc-
cessful parent involvement is usually observable
and easy to monitor. If your goal is to have
parents sign up every three months for a meeting
to discuss their child, and parents sign up and
keep their appointments, then you know that
you have been successful.

However, where monitoring and evaluation
become most important is in those instances
when an attempt at parent involvement is not
successful. Evaluation helps you to know when
something isn't working and why it isn't working.
Therefore, evaluation questions should be asked
throughout the implementation process to de-
termine whether the next step should be taken,
Going back to the parent meetings, if your goal
is to have parents sign up every third month for
a 'meeting, there are several steps that should
be taken to accomplish this goal. The example
below describes the process a provider could
use in monitoring, and ultimately evaluating, the
success of a stated goal.

Goal: TO formalize the process for discussing
children's progress by meeting with
each child's parents once every three
months.

Step 1. Call several parents to determine
whether meetings every three
months are appropriate.

If yes:

Send out announcements to all parents
requesting they make appointments for the
first meeting.

If noask the following questions.

Why do parents disapprove of the idea?

Is hi-monthly too often?

Is it too infrequent?

Do parents think meetings are
unnecessary?

If the idea is discarded, stop here and deter
mine approPriate alternatives. If the idea meets
approval, continue with Step 2.

Step 2Hold the meetings with parents.

If parents keep their appointments, evaluate
with the parents the usefulness of the formaliz-
ed.meetings. This can be accomplished by ask-
ing a few questions at the .end of the meeting,
such as:

Did you find this meeting useful?

Would you like to have another meeting
N in three months?

If parents don't keep their appointments, ask
the following que§tions:

Should reminders have been sent or
phone calls made prior to appointments?

Given my parent population, would I be
better off making home visits?

25



SUMMARY--
All truly successful parent involvement programs require the involvement of parents from start to

finish. From identifying individual needs, interests, and skills to planning. implementing, and eval-
uating the activities, parents should be involved. Begin by having parents identify

what they want

what they need and how often;

what they can give and when; and

what limits their participation.

In this way, you can be assured that your parent involvement activities will be on target
words, you need parent involvement to start parent involvement

a

I.

In other
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CHAPTE 3. SETHNG THE
STAGE

Effective and positive communication between parents and providers is perhaps the_single most
important ingredient for 'successfully involving parents in day care settings. Without ongoing corn-
rpunication and mutual understanding between providers -and parents, the day care arrangement
can prove frustrating and unsatisfactory for parents, providers, and children alike. In fact, among
all of the providers who pilot tested the model's in this manual, an increased level of communication
between providers, parents and children was cited most often as the single niost positive outcome
of the model demonstrations.

1

As the pilot test proved, inviting parents into the day thre program can help to build a foundation
for positive communication The more familiar parents are with the program, the more -they can
communicate what they like about the program and can make suggestions about changes or
improvements In addition, by observing their child in the program, parents can better explain their
chjld's unique need's to you, the provider.

IN .Failure to communic effectively can cause difficulties. For example, a child might tell you one
thing when the parent has said another, a stressful situation at homeof which you're unaware
might-affect the child's behavior, a parent might fail to mention a child's special health problem.

Good communication enables the child's two worlds,-the home and the day care settingto be
fused. It also allows parents and providers to feel part of both worlds.

-

COMMUNICATING EXPECTATIONS
t,

Expectations play a major part in setting a
tone for ongoing parent-provider communica-
tion in day care. As a provider, you stand a better
chance of shaping successful andAsting rela-
tionships with your parents if you can clearly
communicate the exact nature of the day care
service, explain your expectations regarding the
parents' rights and responsibilities, and explore
the parents' expectations for the program in an

effort to uncover and resolve any dikrepancies
between the two. .

For example, you may expect parents to ar-
rive promptly at pick-up time, to provide lunch
for the child, and to serve on a parent committee.
Clear communication at the beginning of the
day care relationship helps to avoid,misunder-
standings and possible bad feelings.

i

- -
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MANAGING FIR ENCOUNTERS

The first encounter with parents lets the tone
for communication and can influence the suc-
cess of the day care arrangement. Whether yours
is a.day care center or family day care home
you should consider the following elements
effective communication when interacting with

pargrits:

Honest and nonjudgmental interactio
tell parents that they are viewed as importan
tridividtals whose opinions and knowledge of
their own children you value.

Active listening and an earnest attempt'to dis-
cern the parents' thoughts, opinions, expec-

'ions, and concerns.

Clear descriptions of all aspects of the child

care situation and exploration of the parents'
expectations regarding the day care arrae-
ment (e.g., hours, fees, emergency pr.or-
dures, late chargesi.

Clarification of preconceived notions or as-
sumptions about what the parents will bring
to or want from the day care arrangement.

Considerate and realistic rules or regulations
which make the parent feel immediately com-
fortable with the day care arrangement.

CONTINUING COMMUNICATION IN DAY
CARE

iJust as setting the right tone is essential n day
care programs, maintaining a positive and sup-
portive atmosphere is equally important
throughout all subsequent parent-provider in-
teractions, both formal and informal. Parent
meetings or parentleacher conferences, for ex-
ample, provide excellent opportunities for you
to reinforce the underlying concept of a part-
nership in the day care arrangement. Letting
parents.know that you do not have all the an-
swers, and that you can and want to learn from
parents, is the k`gy to success. A flexible ap-
proach to ongoing communication should build
or?parents' eagerness to be involved with their.
children's progress. At the same time, you must
accommodate the parents' busy, often stressful,
life. Your fleAbility can help sustain the trust and
mutual respect established earlier.

The day .to day encounters you have with

parents at drop-off and pick-up times afford the
, most consistent setting for ongoing and informal
communications. Tilese are the most important
periods of the day for the children, who are
either separating from or being reunited with
their parents. In fact, most communication be-
tween parents and providers takes place at these

As a provider, you can offer simple advice to
parents whose children are anxious about leav-
ing their parents. YQU may advise the mother
to say something like the following: "Mommy
thinks about you even when she's at work," or
"Mommy will be back to p di you up at five
o'clock." A brief question e ch morning about
the child's evening or wee end activities lets
parents know that you are truly interested in the
child. By telling parents about any special events
ot activities planned for the day, you can help
parents feel more coMfortable with the child's

28.
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care. A one-minute conversation at the end of
the day to let parents know of something special
or important that the child did means a lot to
both the parents' and the child.

If either you or a parent feels a need foriome-
thing more than a brief conversation, you should
encourage the parent to xrive earlier than nor-
mal or to set up an appointment for a confer-
ence. Or, you could offer to make an evening
phone call or a home visit. During such times,
you c reinforce a trusting relationship with
paren by accentuating the positive- aspects of

(

I.

their chiles development. When you do discuss
'developmental or behavioral concerns with par-
ents (e.g., "Sally hit Sue today")., it should be
done in a nonjudgmental and supportive man-
ner. Try incorporating humorous anecdotes into
such discussions. This often puts parents at ease
and helps avoid a sense of parental frustration
or embarrassment. At the beginning of the pro-
gram, it is helpful to ask parents what bmes and
places for discussing their child's progress would
best suit their schedules. Offer flexible options
and note the parents' response in a written re-
minder.

it

SOME SUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATION
TIPS AND STRATEGIES

"
The following communication techniques have

been and continue ,to be used successfully in a
variety of day care programsboth center based

.

LISTENING TIPS:

and home basedwhich have achieved a high
level of parent involvement. Some of these may
work for you in your day care program.

Listen carefully to what parents have to say,
whether you agree totally or not.

"'":,-----/
.s Listen for the part of what a parent says that

is new and importantwhich has not been
brought to your attention before. Let parents
know it's important, and that you appreciate
their telling you. ,

Ask parents for their observations regarding
children's behaLior at home if this is relevant
to a discussion regarding classroom concerns.

Listen to parental criticisms, and avoid be-
coming defensive.

Put youself in the parents' shoes and try to
see their point of view. Ask questions to clarify
exactly what they are saying before respond-
ihg with your point of view.

Don't listen to rumors without investigating
them directly.

Write down points that require follow-up ac-
tion or attention.

,
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EXPRESSING TIPS:

Set aside a time each day to talk to interested
parents about their children or. other issues
of concern. Try to say something positive each
day about their children's progress. Restate
what parents have said from time to time to
let them \know that you are listening.

Reinforce.the successes the children and par:
ents are Having. Accentuate the positive.

Talk to parents immediately following an in-
cident (if possible) to clear the air and work
things out. Don't let things go, hoping they
will get better.

Never leave, parents with a sense of hope-
lessness or frustration. Always get back to
parents with further information or with your

ACTION TIPS:

response to their conCerns.
e

Always explain, in plain language, why you
do .certain.things. If parents have problems
with your explanations, or your procedures,
take the time to discuss and mutually resolve
the probrem.

Use a natural way of talking, free of jargon
or complicated terminology.

Freely admit when you have made an error
or don't have an answer to a question.

Provide a pad or bulletin board on which
parents,can jot down special instructions for
the day (e.g., early leaving time, change in
person picking up the child).

(
If possible, allow parents to use your facilities
on evenings, and weekends (for ar nominal
fee, if necessary) for meetings, birthday par-
ties, or potlucks.

Collect child care fees in person and use the
opportunity to solicit comments on the ser-
vices parents are receiving.

Collect family recipes from parents and adapt
them for group snacks and meals. Use the
parents' names for the names of the dishes.

Visit parents' places of work, on field trips, so
that children can see their parents "on the
job," and parents can introduce their children
to co-workers. -

Invite parents to arrange their lunch hours so
they can`be their children's guests for lunch
at the center or home.

Conduct regular provider/parent confer:
ences. .

Have parents call their children at the pro-

gram fron-i to time.tirTiv-1

Arrange visiting times for other interested
members of the family (grandparents or sib-
lings).

Be consistent in having the same staff person
be the "comrnunicator" assigned to a given
family or families.

/ .

If you need to institute a new policy or change
of procedures, if possible, a) invite some par-
ents to help (participate) in the decisionmak-
ing, b) let parents know well in advance of
the actual change when and how and, why it
will be implemented, c) set up a mechanism
for feedback, assuring parents that you want
and need their ideas to assure that the change
will work.

Ask parents with talents or knowledge of gen-
eral interest (e.g., consumer information, health
subjects, auto repair) to come to the center
for a program to share information with other
parents. Build on resources immediately
available through parents.
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STRENGtHENING PARENT INVOLVEMENT
THROUGH OBSERVATION

Clearly, the manner in which parents and
providers communicate has a lot to do with the
success of the parent involvement effortsin
both day care centers and family day care homes.
Parental observation of the day care program
can be one way to strengthen the basis for open
comirnunication between you and, parents by
bringing parents into the day care program.

Because parent observation is such a critical
part of meaningful parent involvement in day
care, parents should have a variety of oppor-
tunities to observe the day care setting.

There are a number of good reasons why you
may want to encourage parents to observe the ,

daily ac 'vities. Observation is not something new
for par tsthey've been observing their child's
growth nd development since birth. The op-
portunity to do this in a day care setting enables
parents to see their child in relation to other
children, to see how they relate to their peers
and to other adults. It also serves as an intro-
duction for establishing a good parent-provider
relationship. Having the prospective parents visit
the center or day care home and discuss their
observations increases the likelihood, of a good
match between what parents are looking for and
what the program offers. Pre-enrollment obser-
vation gives you an opportunity to "sell" your
program.

,

OBSERVING BEFORE ENROLLMENT

Many day care providers require or strongly
encourage a pre-selection observation by par-
ents along with an interview prior to enrollment.
If you choose to do this, it is important that you
make parents feel welcome from the very be-
ginning by explicitly inviting them to observe the
program.

Parents who observe day care activities Prior
to enrollment should have a fairly good idea of
what they are looking for, in order to determine
whether or not to enroll their child in one par-
ticular program 9r another. The observation
process may be easier for parents if they have

decided what type of care best meets theif needs
and those of their children (e.g., center 'care,
family day care, in-home care). That way, par-
ents can concentrate on specific asods of the

.program such as enrollment anti group size,
: philosophy of care, interaction among staff,
program of activities, type of equipmeni, and
more.

By observing two or three programs before
enrollment, the parents are better able to choose
the one whose philosophy, style, program, and
staff provide the best "match" for them and their
children.

..
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OBSERVING AFrER ENkOLLMENT

Observing the program should not end once
the child is enrolled. Often parents feel a need
to occasionally observe their child in the day
care setting in order to "stay in touch" with the
program, to get first-hand information about the
activities and staff, a'nd to see directly how their
child is interacting with and adjusting to his,'her
day care environment. The parent's knowledge
of the child's daily activities provides a focus to
discussions at home.

Many programs see parental observations'as

an o portunity for reluctant parents to become
more ènfortable with the program, a first step
toward more regular involvement. Other pro-
viders use parental observations as a way of
helping reinforce conrn goals.

Whatever the stated objective of a given pa-
rental observation, your program is sure to ben-
efit from regular parental observations after en-'
rollment.'

STRUCTURING THE OBSERVATION
PROCESS,

Because parents are usually taking in so much
information when they observe, it is usteful if

arents can organize the information and sort it
Out in a usable way. Sorpie providers have de-
veloped parent observation forms or checklists
which parents can use while observing the day
care' setting. These forms may vary based on
the nature and purpose of the observation (pre-
enrollment, post-enrollment, etc.), but they al-
most always contain questions or categories that
focus the parents' attention on various aspects
of the program. You can easily assist parents in

structuring the observation process and analyz-
ing the information gathered through the use of
a simple checklist designed to help meet the
parents' needs.

The questions which follow, included Only as
examples, might help y and your staff develop
your own general paren .1 observanon checklist.
Keep in mind, howev , that any effective ob-
servation tool shoul. e brief, focused, and re-
flective of the spec c purpose and length of the
parents'

QUESTIONS DESIGNED TO OBTAI A GENeRAL "FEEL"
FOR THE CENTER OR HOME

Overall Program Philosophy

Do you think the staff/provider share your
child rearing beliefs and practices?

Do you like the way children are disciplined
here?

Do you think mealtime and/or toilet routines
are reasonable and pleasant enough for the
children?

Do you think this home or center shows re-
spect for your culture and for those of all the

. children?
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Physical Facility

Do you feel your child will be safe in 'this
center/home (consider, for example, lead free
paint, fire extinguishers, guarded stairs)?

bo you think there is sufficient outdoor pla9
space and equipment for the number of chil-
dren?

,

Do you like the variety of games, toys, and
educational materials available?

Do you think your child will get a feeling of
order and stability from the way the classroom

Relationships With People

or home play area is arranged?
'Se

Are there materials that reflect the culture and
life style of all the children here?

Is the space attractively arranged? )r y
1

Can the children easily get the materials they
want or need without adult help?

Are emergency phone numbers posted near
a telephone? " .

..

How much does the provider/staff seem to
enjoy being with the children?

DoeS the provider/staff smile and play with
the children a lot?

Does the provider/staff have a sense of humor?

Are the children allowed to show their feel-
ings? To make suggestions? Are their sug-

Program of Activities

gestions taken seiously?

Does the provider/staff seem calm and in charge
at all times?

How does the provider/staff work with indi-
vidual children? Are differences respected?

How well do the adults in the program get
along with one another?

Do the children have a hand in planning the
activities?

Are the children creating things they are proud
of? (Examples: cooking: woodworking, art
projects, child-made displays, trips, science
experiments, sewing). (

Do the children move about freely and in a
relaxed manner?

N..4

Do the children get a chance to do new and
interesting things?

How much time is allowed for indoor and
outdoor play?

How often do the children go on field trips
to community places such as libraries, parks,
swimming pools?

33.
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Suppo Social, Emotional; Cognitive, and PhYsical Growth

ow are the children disciOined? Are all chil-
dren disciplined in the same way?

. Are the children encouraged to take respon-
sibility for their environmet and space? Do
they look out for each other?

Aie they getting well-balanced, nutritious

PARENTS INTERESTED IN F

meals?

Are they getting outdoor, physIfil play, even
in winter?

Do the children seem interested in what they
are doing throughout the da0

AM ILY DAY CARE HOMES

Most ofthe concerns cited above apply equally
to family day care and center care. However,
the following questions, specific to family day
care, might also be considered:

. Are there a variety of interesting things to do?

Do the children occasionally help the provider
with routine household activitiescooking,
folding laundry?

What other people are in the home; how will
they affect the children? How will they affect
the provider's ability to give appropriate at-
tention to your children (for example, inva-
lids, `other school-aged chiyren, teenagers,

_other adults)?

In addition to the type of parental observation
\deigned to offer parents a general "feel" for
the whole program, parents can also be helped
to make Fiore focused observational visits aker
their children are enrolled. For example, parents
might feel a need to observe the program to
obtain concrete information regarding their chil- ,

dren's progress in their social interactions, or
their use of small muscles, or their physical co-
ordination. As a provider, you could be helpful
in such instances by offering parents the type of
concise, focused observational mini-checklist
which follows:

Purpose of Visit: Observe Johnny's Inter-
actions With Others

What To Look For:
1. Does Johnny appear to prefer being

with other children, or by himself?

2. Is Johnny willing to participate in co-
operative play, even for brief inter-
vals?

3. How 'long does he stay involved in
any one activity?

4. Does he complete tasks or just "flit"
from one area to the next?

5. How cf() the othei children respond
to him?

Regardless of what type child care arrange-
ment is ultimately chosen avid how`frequently it
is observed, parents should follow some overall
procedures during the actual observation pro-
cess. These techniques will help reduce the dis-
tracting effects of the observation on the children
in the home or centeclassfoom. You might wish
to give parents a listr observation tips before
they schedule the observation:
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. Observation This For ParentS.

"0 Try to check with the director or family day
care providera day or two before your visit,
to avoid conflicting with field trips or other
special events.

Let your child knovoisthen you plau to visit
the program.

Try to avoid clisrupting,the flow of activities

Making Use of the Information

by entering ,the room quietly and standing
where you can see the whole room without
having to move around a lot.

Jot doWn any questions or comments you
have during your observation and discuss them
with the provider at an appropriate time, away
from the chiklren.

Finally, it is important to offer ample oppor-
tunities for parents to discuss their impressions,
questions, and comments, .or to provide input
br suggestions to you resulting from their ob-
servation of the program. Only through such
interaction and communication will the obser-
vation process become an active one for you
and parents alike. It is equally important for you
to demonstrate a willingness` to act on any valid
suggestions that parents might, offer, as well as
to provide honest and instrktive answers to

SUMMARY-

parents' questions and to clarify any misinter-
preted issues which might have occurred during
the obseniation.

Because parental observation is such' an im-
portant part of parent-provider communication,
it is essential that you assist parents to become
astute observers. They must be assured that what
they see and learn from the observation session
will be positively dealt with by you in a way that
will benefit everyone.

Yop and your parents share responsibility for the day care program. Underlying this responsibility
is th need to regularly discuss with one another your knowledge and observations about the children.
To encourage continuing communications, you should establish a relationship with parents that
allows them to feel,comfortable expressing their feelings and perceptions. Observing their children
in the day care setting allows parents to better understand you as well as the children.,This under-
standing improves yout ability and that of parents to be sensitive to the other:s needs.
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CHAPTER 4. AVENUES OF
PARENT INVOLVEMENT

As has been emphasized thrOUghout this resource mapual, parent involvement is a partnership
between day care providers awl parents that creates an environment which supports the positive. I

development of the child.

However, in order to work, this partnership must be a two-way street. As a provider, you must
find effective ways to involve and support parents through the day care process arid parents must
help to nurture and sustain you through their active involvement in the program.

Day care, b'y its very nature, is..upport for' families. The provision of quality care for young
children 'wh9se parents must work the most important service programs can offer to families. If
you are a family day care provider, you are especially likely,to develop a close relationship with the
four or five families you serve. Often the services you provide by inviting parents to stay for dinner,
caring for children overnight or for weekends, and the daily, personal talks provide support above
and beyond the intended program. In fact, many day caZProviders see their program as an extenyed
family for the children they serve.

In the same way that you offer support to parents, so parents can support you and the day care
program. The more extensively parents are involved, the greater their support. This fundamental
concept represents the guiding principle of parent involvement approaches, which see parents as a
support to providers.

This chapter is divrtled into two sections. 1) Providers Supporting Parents and 2) Parents Supporting
Providers. It offers general information about the various support activitiesPrograms that day care
providers can undertake. Detailed information in the form of illustrative models will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

PROVIDERS SUPPORTING PARENTS

Every family needs support. In the past, this
support came from relatives and neighbors
the extended family. Mothers generally stayed
home to raise the children, often with the suP-
port of grandparents, aunts, uncles, and close
family friends. Today, families are smaller and
more isolated from traditiopal sources of sup-
port. They are often geographically separated
from relatives tn tcjwns and cities that are strange

Ale

to them. The number of families- where both
parents work has increased dramatically, and
the care of their young children has become a
matter of increasing concern in a society which
necessitates mothersworking ir order to support
their families. With such vast changes.taking place,
families are searching for new ways to connect
with others and develop their own networks of
support, Parent involveMent approaches that
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are built around the concept of parent education
frequently share the following goals.

to increase parent awareness of the signifi-
cance and impact of their role in their child's
development,'

to increSse parental knowledge of child de-
velopment;

to provide parents with support in coping with
stress relating to child rearing;

to assist parents in enhancing their child's cog-
nitive, sensory. aild emotional development,

to increase parenting skills,

to increase parental knowledge of nutrition
and how to maintain their child's physical
health.

Parent support activities may be primarily the
responsibility of the parents or may come from
the day care program. The benefits of family
support can be tfemendous, but the commit-
ment of time, money, and personal involvement
should not be underestimated. It might be help-
ful for you to consider three questions:

1. To what level of involvement are 9ou and
your staff really committed in implement-
ing and continuing support activities?

2. What vehicle is most appropriate for the
individuals or family situation you are deal-
ing with?

3. Can you produce the necessary resources
of money. facilities..and skilled staff needed
to run such a program?

PARENT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

Family support in day care can take a variety
of forms. Many day care programs support par-
ents and families routinely by providing home
visits, parent activities, parent support groups,
or similar services designed to meet their diverse

needs. Usually, these types of informal activities
require a minimum amount of planning or co-
ordination and can be easily implemented by
center staff or the home care ptovider.

INFORMAL PAliENT SUPPORT

Newsletters, Updates

Newsletters or one-page updates can serve
the purpose of continuipg communication be-
tween providers and parents by keeping parents
informed of what's going on in the center'home
In addition to their use as a communication tool,
newsletters, updates can convey practical tips for
parents including..1) ideas for making toys and

instructional materials at home, 2) toy safety
information, 3) discussion of health-related is-
sues such as lead poisoning, auto safety, im-
munizations and childhood diSeases, and the
importance of a proper diet. They are 'alscrex-
cellent vehicles for sharing general child devel-

.,

opment information, such as stages of child growth



and development and how children learn. In
addition, you can 4Iso obtain, from pnvate and
public organizations, free pamphlets and bro-
chures on topics such as child safety, child de-

. .

Open House

velopment, -and child abuse Family, day care
providers in particular make frequent use of such
free resources to share with parents

41, .

An open house can b6desi9ned for parents
46c,hildren who attend the program or for the4
coinmunity at large. An open house planned for
parents is usually a good opportunity to share
information With parents.on your philosophy of
education and the value of various learning ma-
terials and activities used in the classroom or
family day care home. One.fun way to do this
is to let the parents actively explore the materials
themselves by having them go through a short-
ened version of their child's day care. By actually
taking part in their children's activities, parents
will better understand the center's learning goals
and approaches. You can easily arrange ma-
terials on the tables with short descriptions and
information on the skills children gain from using..
the materials.

Another way you can share information is to
have, a slide show for parents of their children
at play in the center or family day care home.
A discussion of skills the children are developing

Home-School Learning Notes

while at play can be integrated into the slide
show through your narration. The more the par-
ents understand the value of activities done in
the ceiater or, family day care home and the
importance of children's- play, the greater the
possibility that they will use that knowledge when
interacting with their children.

An open house planned for the community
often has a slightly different focus It is a good
'way to publicize the program, develop good
public relations, and gain support from com-
munity groups. Parents can share a major part
of the planning and organization of the open
hoUse. They can be asked to invite individuals
from the community who might be interested
in learning about the program,' enrolling their
childre or helping taraise funds. Parents who
ar well i formed about the program can explain
the and philosophy as well as the activities.
Many of the same ideas described above can

' be adapted to the community open house. - _

Home-School Learning Notes are one-page
sheets that tell parents what their child is learning
and pinpoint how the parent ,can reinforce or
expand that skill in the home. These notes are
usually sent home on a regular basis, and are
almost always simply written along the lines of
the, following example:

Jamal has been working on basieclassification
or sorting skills. Could you maybe let him help
you sort yourlaundry ordifferent grocery items7
(e.g., putting all white clothes in one pile, dark
clothes in another.)

If a pa'rent, staff member, or even a child has
artistic ability, you might want to put illustrations
on these take-home sheets to make them more
attractive and appealing and therefore more likely

to be used.

The Home Start Training Center in Millville,

Utah, suggests the following guidelines for de-
veloping home-school notes:

Be practical. Suggest the kind and numi-ler of
activities that will be easy to incorporate into
the family's normal, daily routines, Build them
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around materials thatare already in the home.

Involve other children that may be in the home
by suggesting some activities that they can all
enjoy doing together.

-Keep .I copy of each home-school sheet so
that you will have a record of suggestions
already made to the family.

)

Request suggestions from the family about
improving the activities or feedback on how\
the activity went. You may want to attach a

Parent-Provider Conferences

reply form so parents can send written com-
ments back to you.

Inform parents of their contributions to the
child's progress. Show appreciation for their
efforts.

Ask pa'rents for their own activity' ideas and
with their permission include them in your
"notes" so that they may be shared with other
families.

Many providers conduct parent-providercon-
ferences on a regular basis. Generally, the child's
development over the past six months, as well
as expectations for their future development, are
disaisced These conferences allow teachers and
parents to communicate with each other and
share concerns and highlights of the child's de-
velopment. Some providers suggest learning ac-
tivities for the parent to do at home with the
child, and the parent, in turn, can suggest ac-
tivities and ideas to enhance the program. These
arg good opportunities for you to get valuable
feedb-ack from parents about their satisfaction
with the program. Such feedback is useful for

.,

Peer Support

evaluation purposes.
f,

Family Day Care providers often take a more
informal approach to these parent-provider dis-
cussions. Some share much of this information
over the telephone with their parents, while oth-
ers invite one parerjt per month to stay for dinner
one evening and discuss their child's progress
in the relaxed home atmosphere. Either way,
the goal of sharing information and ideas con-
cerning the children's progress with parents is
the same in, family day care homes as it is in

- day care centers. .

Some providers have established a mecha-
nism for peer support among parents in their
programs, based on the "big brother" or "big
sister" principle. When a parent is troubled about
some aspect of care for his or her child or has
feelings that need to b'eseiLced through, he or
she is teamed with a parent w7b has experienced
similar difficulties. Participating family members
can welcome new families and help them adjust
to the program and their new community. The ,

.

center thus provides parents with the opportu-
nity to use an informal peer network for support.

Even, in family day care settings where the
number of parents served by any one provider
is generally small, it is common for parents to
form informal peer support networks for such
tasks as dropping off or picking up children,
welcoming a new family, or helping one another
in times of unusual stiess.

t
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Other Parent Support Activities

There are many other ways that providers
offer support to parents in day care programs.
Among the most common are the following, a
welcoming social event, such as a pot luck din-
ner, coffee hour, or dance, to make new parents

ftel at home in the day care program, a "Whole
Day Care Story- (history, philosophy, goals, and
so on) from a parent, rather than a staff, per-
spective, a parent handbook, a parent bulletin
board Of lounge, and many more.

PARENTS SUPPORTING PROVIDERS

Just as parents want and need to be supported
by you, the provider, so, too, you need the
assistance of the parents in your day care pro-
gramOperating a child care program is often
a lonely and demanding job for both center-
based and home-based providers.

Each of you knows the difficulties of contin-
ually shouldering the responsibilities and the
countless details of running a program. arrang-
ing for substitutes When staff members are ill,
working on tight budgets, finding a new location,
negotiating with the funding agency that wants
to cut funds to the program, deciding 'how to
handle parents who habitually aniv4ate to pick
up their chilren. Providers who attempt to shoul-
der all these responsibilities themselves soon lose
their enthusiasm and effectiveness on the job.

Parents as Resources

It is for just this reason that more and more
providers are looking towards parents as a re-
source for their programs.

Those of you who have not shared the re-
sponsibility and control with parents in the past
will need to think aboutthe levels of involvement
for which you are ready. Achieving the type of
parent involvement which will give you support
takes time and a willingness to work with parents
to help them gain the understandings and skills
required. The payoff will be a savings of time
and energy, once the parent has learned the
ropes. Parents can provide support to day care
programs in several ways. as direct resources to
the program, as decisionmakers, and as advo-

%.cates for the program.

The most basic way in which parents can pro-
vide support to you and the program is to seri&
as a resource, helping with specific tasks that
need to be completed. Preceding this willingness
to share their knowledge and to assume re-
sponsibility for tasks Is the establishment of mu-
tual respect and trust between you and the par-
ents. When both recognize and respect the
valuable contributions each can make to the
program, the groundwork is laid for mutual sup-
port. Whereas some programs require parents

to volunteer support as a prerequisite for en-
rollment, others are less formal, making it clear
that parents are encouraged to help throughout
the year. This less formalapproach requires that
you maintain close contact with parents and use
a personal approach for securing volunteers.

Here are some practical tips and strategies for
ways in which you and your parents can share
ybur collective knowledge and skills to benefit
the prograrn:
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Set aside time at parent meetings 'for sharing
information and ideas. Consider dividing into
small groups to ensure participation by every-
one. Ask parents to respond to specific topics:
their goals for their children in the program,
what they think the program is doing well,
and where they feel improvement can be
made.

Injarge programs, have each classroom hold
parent-staff meetings to share ideas and elect
_representatives to a Parent Input Committee.
Follow-wp on parent suggestions is crucial to
success.

Post a provider needs assessment inventory
with sign-up sheets for areas where parent
help is needed.

Hold a "Curriculum Night" at which you share
with the parents what your goals are for the
children and how the program supports these
goals. Ask for their ideas.

Invite parents to come and share' their inter-
ests, fraditions or their work with the children
and take small groups of children to visit par-
ents at work.

Build into the curriculum the different cultures
represented in the families served by the pro-
gram. Invite parents to come and prepaw a
traditional meal or share their customs with
the children and staff.

Ask parents to share their ideas about places,
of interesf in the community (And things that
interest the children, so you can enrich the

. cuniculum.

, Plan a materials workshop one weekday eve-
ning or Saturday so that parents can help
make new resources for the classroom.

. While many of these ideas can be adapted to
family home settings, there are som'e specific
ways in which parents can support family home
providers:

Parents can form a cooperative agreement to
cover the child care responsibilities when a
family home mother is ill or on vacation.

Parents can offer to pack lunches foe their
children several days a week, in order to re-
lieve the family home mother's cooking re-
sponsibilities.

Parents can contribute to a family home food
shelf rather than face increased costs for child
care.

Parents can plan and organize holiday parties
and even host them at their own homes.

Parents can offer to bring lunch for all the
children on their child's birthday.

Parents can donate or repair toys.

When parents have a better understanding of
the program and see thaf it is relevant Jo the
needs and life experiences of their children, they
are more willing to contribute time and energc
to make the program successful. Parents can
save you a lot of time and money by helping
v4111 specific tasks. When a large number of peo-
ple accept responsibility to complete a variety
of small tasks, it means a minimal time com-
mitment for each person. The secret is to tap
each person's interests and skills, to give a va-
riety of choices and to identify tasks which can
be assigned to others.

I
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Parents As Decision Makers

Thei- are a variety of structures for involving
parents as decision makers in day care. Parents
often serve on boards of directors, policy ou
cils, advisory committees, and other such
ies. Parents who servie on boards of directors
are likely to have policy7making responsibilities,
while those who serve on advisory bodies have
the opportunity to provide recommendations on
policy matters without having the final decision
making responsibility.

While parents often make-up the majority on

Adva tages of Parent Boards

day care boards or policy councils, such bodies
often include other interested members of the
community and/or experts in relevant fields 4
Members can be selected in a variety of ways
Sometimes the entire parent body can elect rep-
resentatives to serve on the board In large pro-
grams, each classroom or each center may elect
one or two parents to represent it on the board
Often, interested ..rents may volunteer to serve,
give a speech to p. ents on why they feel qual-
ified, and run for ele tion.

Day care programs that involve parents in the
decision making çocess usually see it as a way
to share the burde of making dec. as
setting and implem nting policy. An act1Ve and
effective parent bo rd or policy council knows
what is going on in t e program and can support
it in times of real need. Unlike parents who are
not members, parent board members who.visit
the program every day to deliver and pick up
their children have ample opportunities to, ob-
serve the program As a result, they haveifirst-
hand knowledge about the curriculum, the en-
vironment, the staff, any program strengths and
weaknessesall important prerequisites for ef-
fective board participation. Here ate some ways
that parents can help providers through boards
or special "action" committees.

If the center has to relocate, the board can
find available space and share, in making the
decision on what,space to use.

If additional funds are needed, the board can
organize the fundraising events.

When addition'al staff is needed, a parent
committee of the board can help screen and

select the people whO will care for their chil-
dren. Parents have no trouble identifying the
characteristics they value in caregivers and,
with some assistarice, they can be very in-
tuitive interviewers.

,

,. If the program has been unable to establish
a good relationship with the group that rents
the center space, the board can mediate ne-
gotiations and often work out the problems

The board can help set policy about late pick-
ups of children, religious holidays, or other
"controversial issues."

4

In addition to these advantages, parent-boards
or advisory groups can also provide fresh in-
sights on difficult administrative decisions, ar-
bitrate staff-staff an4staff-pardrit conflicts, keep
the community informed about the program,
and help to recruit volunteers. Many parent boards
contain members who can give valuable legal
or financial advice and almost all can ptovide
much needed moral support to the program staff
in times of crises.

i -
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Shortcomings of Boards

One of the real shortcomings of parent boards
is the fact that providers may have to spend a
lot of time and energy to help parents become
real experts in the program operation and to
acquire the necessary skills in decision making.
Some day care providers note that board mem-
bers frequently become sidetracked on routine
matters, such as on parents' overdue fees, or
the wording of a fundraising letter. This can lead
to boards spending more time on administrative
matters than'on pohcy matters

Another common problem associated with
parent boards is that they often lack individuals
knowledgeable in cruCial areas such as child de-
velopment, day care practices, public funding,
and State and national policies. As a result, pro-
viders can spend a lot of their time developing

How to Organize Effective Boards

policies and proposals and explaining them to
the board. Some directors confronted with this
problem have urged their boards to form task
forces or committees to study all they can about
important issuessuch as State day care poli-
ciesand share this information with other.board
members and interested parents. In this way,

, board members build up expertise in critical areas
and can share with the director the yesponsibility
of generating policy recommendations in these
important areas. However, to be effective, board
members must be willing to spend a lo,Lof time
in meetings or in gathering information. nelt-of
time can be a real problem and even a detercent
for busy parents who, though interested in the
program, have little time to devote to board
responsibilities.

Most decision making boards assign commit-
tees to handle specific responsibilities. Some are
standing committees, such as personnel or fund
raising, which are needed from one year to the
next Others are one-time committees formed
to accomplish a specific task such as obtaining
a bank loan for a new facility.

Generally, day care programs work most ef-
ficiently with small boardsten members or
fewer Larger boards often become unmanage-
able when it comes to discussions and decision
making. Also many programs have discovered
that the larger the board, the less likely are the
indMdual members to participate actively since
they may feel that their particirtion won't be
rhissed.

Another effective organizational strategy is to
have board members serve rotating, multi-year
terms. An example of this is a board whose

maMbers are elected for three-year terms with
one third of them being elected every year. Such
a strategy can avoid the pitfall of having board
members replaced just when they are becoming
knowledgeable about the program and com-
fortable with one another.

Einally, it is a good idea for programs with
parent boards to develop a, clear written 4ate-

t ment of the roles and responsibilities of board
members. Such a tactic can avoid confusion and
possible bad feelings by specifying in advance
the kind of issues that thetoard will consider
and those which will be handled by the program
director. Some programs develop action-ori-
ented fupctions with corresponding tasks that
the boaiU should accomplish during the year.
Specifying the roles and responsibilities of board
members in a clear and task-oriented way makes
clear to everyone what the board is supposed
to be held accountable for.
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PARENTS AS ADVOCATES

One, of the greatest contributions parents can
make to day care is to ensure its long-term sur-
vival by helping to educate society about the
gature and importance of quality child care ser-
vices. As long as society continues to undervalue
and underfund child care, there will be a need
for advocacy. As consumers, parents are the
most effective advocates for day care. Programs
which receive Federal or State support are es-
pecially vulnerable to funding cuts and cannot
avoid becoming involved in politics. Yet, all child
care programs, regardless of how they obtain
funds, want to be ablt to expand their programs
and feel some confidence about the stability of
the future.

A primary goal for parent advocacy is to in-.
crease public awareness of, and commitment to,
child care as a national priority. This can only
be accomplished by maintaining continuous
public information campaigns. By educating leg-
islators, private and public agencies, and, the
general public about the critical early years 6nd
the important role quality day ca're plays in shap-
ing the child's future development, you can help
meet many of the long-range goals for quality
day care. Your program can conduct its oWn
public relations and educational campaigns by.

developing brochures and slide shows to de-
scribe the progfam and sharing these with the
pvblic;

publicizing your program in the newspaper
especially special events, such as fund raisers,

cultivating relationships with key individuals,
for example, inviting spouses of legislators to

serve on the boards or on advi4ory commit-
tees.

In the foreseeable future, there will continue
uneven funding for child care and, there-

fore, s need to deal with .c..4sis situations. As a
provi t be more effective if you join
with parents and develop strong alliances with
others in your community.

Networkingsharing information and re-
sources to attain a common goalis an excel-
lent way for you and your parents to work to-
gether to maintain, improve, and expand day
care services. Networks can be formal organi-
zations made up of providers and parents such
as:

day care councilscity-wide, county-wide,
or larger,

parents' associations,

directors' associations,

Title XX planning groups,

a local affiliate group of a national organi-
zation,

family day carfr.przider associations.

Or, they can be 'nformal groups of providers
and parents workin together to improve health
care services or playground facilities. Regardless
of the structure, by networking with parents you
can only serve to strengthen advocacy efforts,
expanding your effectiveness and influence.
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SUMMARY ,

It %Ads not the intent of this chapter to advocate one Overall category of parent involvement over
the other. Some day care programs will want arid need to pursue activitiesformal or informal
which fall naturally within the scope of programs supporting parents. Others may find that those
approaches which exemplify ways that parents can support the day care program are more in tune
with your needs.

By highlighting the unique qualities of each of these categories of parent involvement in day care,,
this chapter was intended to provide you with a useful context within which to analyze and assess
th, .,pefic illustrative parent involvement models and approaches which follow in the next chapter
The models or approaches outlined in Chapter 5, along with the related specific examples of each,
refleLt buth categories of parent involvementeither programs supporting parents or parents support
programs

,
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CHAPTER 5. ILLUSTRATIVE
MODELS .

It is often helpful to learn about other approaches and programs when planning 'for parent
involvement. Lea ning about what others have done can spark interest in taking a new approach
or augm mething already initiated iii the day care program.

This chapter includes descriptions of a range of parent involvement models and approaches,
illustrating support from providers to parents and from parents to providers. There are a total of 14
parent involvement approaches or models described on the following pages. These models, arranged
according to programmatic similarities, represent the following broad categories.

Home Center Communication
As

Facilities and Resources to Support Parents '''.

Self-Help Efforts

Strwtured Parenting Models

Parents Supporting Providers

Each model descnptioin includes a definition of the model, a description of functional goals, a
list of the implementation steps, model benefits, common problems and s utions, and the model
requirements or rearces needed to successfully implement the model.

Twelve of the 14 models described in this chapter were fully pilot tested by providers,aiouq the
country as a part of this project's fielddemonstration. The descriptions of these 12 models go beYond
the basic model theory to include a discussion of exactly how these models were implemented by
providers and parents in real day care programs.

..
For the 12 fully pilot tested models, the following specific pilot test information is included the

number and types of providers who pilot tested the model, the types of parents involved in the
model demonstrationS, the model implementatiOn strategies used during the field test, a list of the
models' advantages and disadvantages as cited by those providers who conducted the demonstra-
tions, recommendations and additional model resources.

An overview of all of the models described in this chapter precedes the individual model descrip-
tions.

..
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OVERVIEW OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT
MODELS

type/name of model description page,

/-
HOME CENTER COMMUNICATION

Home Visits In-home contact between providers and parents.

Parental Observation Informal sessions at the day care program during which
parents observe their children in the day care setting ant
discuss what.they see with the provider. Parental obser-
vation can take place before and after enrollment.

FACILITIES AND RESOURCES TO SUPPORT PARENTS

49

53

Telephone Warm Lines

Toy Lending Libraries

Activities Workshops

Drop-In Centers

Resource Networks and
Guides

An open telephone line set up to proviOe emotional sup-
port and other types of assistance to parents during times
of crisis.

z
Facilities which lend play equipment, instructional games
and toys to children, their parents or other persons who
provide care to children.

Group sessions in which parents and other caregivers
make and explore learning materials and activities to use
with children.

58

62

67

Facilities whith offer intermittent child care" services to
parents on an "as ne ed" basis. Some centers may also
offer parents emotio l support and parenting informa-
tion. 74

A listing of services and organizations which provide sup-
port to families in the areas of job and career counseling,
legal aid, health, recreation, and others. 79
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type/name of model description page
4

SELF-HELP EFFORTS

Parent Support Group

Coop'eratives

Self- p gr ps in which memgers share common child-
rearing conce , rovide mutual support and learn new
child rearing techniques.

Group projects in which people work together and share
the 'responsibility for meeting common needs for such
things as babysitting, buying food or transporting children.

STRUCTURED PARENTING PROGRAMS

Footsteps

Ex'ploring Parenting

83

A Federally funded parent education model consisting of
a series of 30 half-hour television shows broadcast on
many PBS stations across the country.

An innovative parenting curriculum developed by Project
Head Start to help parents strengthen and improve their
parenting skills.

13ARENTS SUPPORTING PROVIDERS

92

Parent Committe s Committees formed for fhe specific purpose of performing
tasks which benefit the day care center or family day care
home. 101

.,.Parent Boards A group of people who assist the provider in an advisory
or decision making capacity in the administration and
operation of the day care program. 105

,Parent/Providet Advocacy Organizations of hild care providers, parents and other
'Groups interested individuals formed to iTprove the quality of

'1,10child care Orograms.
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Definition:

Goals:

HOME VISITS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION.

In-home conract between parents and providers which is usually pro-
vider initiated. Home visits allow providers and parents the opportunity
to talk in a 4axed environment.

-TOincrease the amount of positive parent-provider-child communication
. through direct interaction with parents in the chid's home.

to build parents' understanding of ways they can, reinforce their child's
learning in their own homes.

Steps: 1. Define the specific purpose of the visit.

2. Contact parents; discuss the purpose .of the visit and decide on a
mutually acceptable date and time for tlie'visit.

3. Collect any materials to be shared with the family during the visit.

4. Once insidthe home, create a fnendly atmosphere by being relaxed
and showing an interest in, whaf.is being said.

5. Make the visit informative and helpful.by expressing yourself ctearly
and encouraging parents to ask questions.

6. As soon. as possible after the interview, record any neqed infor-
mation such as intended follow-iip steps.

7. Follow up the visit by other personal contacts, additional visits, or
referrals to social services taff if needed.

-Benefits: Allows Parents and providers to get better acci. uainted.
r

Familiarizes provider with parents and home environment..

Encourages information sharing.
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Provides interaction between parents and provider in parents' en-
vironment.

Builds a link between home and day care environment.

Jrnproves parenting skills.

Problems: The parents seem very nervous and anxious as the home visit begins.

The children in the faMily keep interrupting the ,visit.

Parents may not want the provider in the home.

Solutions: Start off discussing area's of general interestthe weather. TV, etc.
or light conversation about the child. Be relaxed; .this will help the
parents be more relaxed.

Requirements/
Resources Needed:

Bring books or simple games for the children to play with. Ask per-
mission of the paients before sharing them with the children.

Make sure the parent understands the purpose of the visit. (She or
he may think you are just being nosy.) If the parent is adamant about
not wanting the provider in the home, arrange to have the visit at
the center or possibly at your home.

Access,to the necessary meAs of transportation

Willingness to make the visit at a convenient time for parents (e.g.
possibly evening or weekend visits for working parents).

FIELD tEST DEMONSTRATION REkLTS

Typeof Providers:

Type of Parents:

Day Care Centers
Day Care Hoines
Rural Programs
Urban Programs

3
2
3
2

Primarily working parents in the $8,000 to $15,000 income range Ap-
proximately equal numbers of single parents and working parents pa:r-
ticipated.
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Methods of
Implementation: Provider's sent letters to parents explaining project.

Providers introduced model to parents at meeting.

Providers arranged convenient time for visits with parents.

Some providers useC1 manual and model specific technical assistance
steps.

Providers made home visits and prepared narrative accounts.

Providers discussed visits with parents following visits and obtained
their reactions.

Provider Cited
Advantages: Increases parent/staff communication.

Provides better understanding of home andior center environment.

Parents are more friendly following visits.

Parents are more interested in the program activities and in their
children's progress.

Children are, excited about visits.

Children are better adjusted to school following home visits.

Staff understand parents better.

Staff are more willing to plan other activities with parents:

Provider Cited
Disadvantages: Difficult to arrange convenient time for all.

Travel distance is problem in rural areas.

Difficult 'for family day care providers to do.

Recommendations: This model Works best where there is sorne staff flexibility and time to
make visits. Problerns with transportation, in rural areas need to be

_worked out in advance. The model lends itself better to day care centers
than to family day care homes.
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RESOURCES

THE,GEORGIA OUTREACH PROJECT OF THE DAY CARE AND CHILD
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OF AMERICA

This three-year demonstration project focused on the provision of services to low-income rural
families through the use of home visitbrs and outreach activities. The project was designed to help
parents strengthen their' own families.

Home visitors in the program addressed learning needs of children in the family, home management
skills of parents, and family counseling and referral needs. Social activities for parents were also_
developed.

By using an outreach delivery system, the project encouraged the development of close, informal
rapport between parents and providers and the tailoring of services to suit individual family needs.

The project has a very useful publication called "Home-Based Family Services. A Report of the
Georgia Outreach Project." It outlines useful goals for children, parents, and the community. It is
presently available on a limited basis through:

The Day Care and Child Development Councirof America, Inc.
1602 17th St. NW
Washington, DC,, 20009.
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

AltENTAL OBSERVATION

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

/*Opportunites for parents to observe the day care program in operatic
and to see, first hand, their children interact in the day care setting
Observation sessions can take place before as well as after enrollment
and generally include opportunities for parents to discuss their obser
vations with the provider.

To provide parents with opportunities to increase their awareness an_
understanding of their child's day care program through direct obsei
vation.

1. Determine the best parental observation policy for the program an
communicate this policy to prospective parents before enrollmen.
Make'sure that the policy makes parents feel welcome to observe
the program and their children.

2. Set aside mutually convenient times for observations to take plac
and develop procedures for parental observations that are appro
priate for parents and are least disruptive for the program and chii
dren.

3. In pre-enrollment observations, meet with the parents before th,'
observation to help pinpoint exactly w - e looking for in a
child care arrangement. Help the p ents determine what form of,
care arrangement may best meet t ir needs.

4. After enrollment, invite parents to serve their childrien periodicall,
as a way to stay in touch with thy program and reinforce commoi .
goals for the children.

5. Develop a parental observation chec t or guide to help parent
structure the observation process and a alyze the information gath
ered.

6. Plan to meet with the parents after the observation session to discus5

)
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Benefits:

Problems:

any questions and/or concerns and agree on appropriate next steps.
Make appropriate referrals, as necessary.

Parents are better able to.make informed choices about day care for
their children and select programs that best meet their needs.

Parental observations lay the groundw, rk for open and honest com-
munitation between provider, paren and child.

Parents can use observation as a first step toward becoming more
involved in the day care program on a regular basis.

Parents become more aware of the day care program's content and
are better able to reinforce at home what goes on in the program.

Parents may be reluctant to approach the provider about observing.

The regular daily routine may t:e disrupted and the children distracted
by parental observers.

Parents may not know what to lobk for during the observation.

Parents may not know what to do with all the information they gather
through an observation session.

It's hard to sustain the interest of busy parents in the day care program
after their child is enrolled.'

Solutions: Make the parents feel welcome by inviting them to observe the pro-
gram and making it easy for them to do so.

Set aside a regular time for observation to take place, if possible.
Develop simple observation procedures that will minimize the amount
of disruption to the regular routine.

Structure the observaiion by providing a checklist or observation
guide for parents to us, which highlights specific things to look for.

Hold a "Post Observation" conference with parents to discuss what
they saw, answer any questions ansideterrnine appropriatp neyt steps

Encourage parents to observe their child in the program on a regular
basisperhaps quarterly. Use the post observation conference as
an opportunity to keep the parents informed about the program and/
or enlist their involvement.
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Requirements/
,Resources Needed A friendly and inviting atmosphere which encourages parents to ob-

serve the program before and after enrollment.

A daily program schedule which specifs convenient times for pa-
rental observations to take place.

An observation guide or checklist which he)ps partnts know what to
look for and how to process the information they gather.

A knowledgeable program staff member who can be available
discuss with the parents any questions or concer s which may result
from the observation.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTUATION RESULTS

%

Type of Providers: Day Care Centers 3
Day Care Homes 4
Rural Programs 6
Urban Progams 1 -

Type of Parents: Almost all of the parents involved in this Model's demonsffations Were,
employed full time. Parents annual incomes ranged from $8,000 to
more than $24,000. The majority of these parents were married; a few
were divorced or single parents.

Methods of
ImOlementation: Providers relied on manual and model-specific TA steps.

Providers discussed model's benefits with parents.

Providers developed questionnaires for parents to use during obser-
vation.

Providers encouraged parents to observe program at their conven-
ience.

Parents completed questionnaires while observing.

Parents spent 1/2 hour each afternoon inday care home observing.

Providers discussed parents reactions after their visit.

5g
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Provider Cited
Advantages:

Provider Cited
Disadvantages:

Proi/iders sent parents194estionnaire to complete after visiting the
program.

S.

Increases parent/staff communication.

Gives useful parental feedback on program to providers.

4. Provides flexibility in implementation.

Increases parental awareness of the program.

Increase,s willingness of parents to volunteer time after observations.

Improves chilcken's selfjrnage.

Oevelops more positive staff attitudes about involving parents in the
program.

V

Difficu4 for wiarking parents to schedule observation time.

Staff nervous about parents observing. 1

Hard to get parents motivated to observe.

Hard to get parents t6gether for post:obseriation discussions.

Recommendationfi: This is an ideal model for day care programs interested in drawing new
parents into the program and sparking their interest in other types of
infiolvement. The costs andOaff time required are minimal. The reward
in increased staff-parent communication is well worth the effort.

RESOURCES

A PARENT'S GUIDE TO DAY CARE

Thir easy to use ooldet, developed by the O.S. tpartment of Health and Human Services:
Administratwn--for Children, Youth and Families, was developed fur parents and other day care
consumers, and provides a complete picture of day care. The purpose of the Guic)e is to give parents
concrete information about all varieties of day care which will enable them to become better
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consumers of this vital service.

The Guide discusses what makes up" a quality day care program and lists some important factors
for parents to consider as they begin their search for day care for their children, The Guide also
gives detpiled information about the different forms of day care and contains an observation checklist
that parents can use as they select the program that brst meets the needs of their child. In addition,
thq Guide contains information about helpful child care-related resources throughout the country
A Parent's Guide to Day Care is available from the following source:

Gryphon House, Inc.
Early Childhood Books.
3706 Otis Street
P 0. Box 217'

Mt Rainier, MD 20-712

$2 95

GUIDELINES FOR OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT: AN APOROACH TO
EVALUATING THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT OF A DAY CARE CENTER
by Ilseiviattick and Frances J Perkins

While not developed specifically for parents, this comprehensive assessment tool could prOvide
parents with useful information concerning what to look for in a da care setting. The purpose of
the Guide is'to assist those who wish to evaluate the learning en ironment of a day care center
through observation/ It offers a broad range of issues to think abo t and questions to considdr
which focus on

I. Physical Setting
A. Structure
B. Materials
C. Temporal Structure

II. Interactional Setting (Relationships)
A. Teacher-child
B Chikl-chi d
C Staff
D. Teacher-parent

III. Program
Curriculuth Content

B(rTeaching Strategies
C. Social-Emotional aimate

AP"

This book, o ginally published by the Day Care and Child 'Development Council of America,
can be obtaine from Gryphon House publishers for $4.95, address above.
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

Benefits:

TELEPHONE WARM LINES

BACKGROUNb INFORMATION

Open telephone lines set up to respond to parents' questions and con-
cerns or.as a means of support during times of need.

To provide parents expanded access to a relevant support system for
haformation, advice, and assistance in times ofneed.

1. Assess the need for such a sqrvice.

2. Identify people who are willing and able to plan and impletient the
service and decide what kiniC9f assistance will be provided (e.g.,
crisis, general child rearing qttestions).

3. Locate a site and secure funding for the ce if needed.

4, Develop a process for answering questions and providing a follow-
up.

5. Plan a strategy lo publicize the service and carry it out.

6. Implement the service.

A Warm Line offers parents immediate help with a crisis or problem,
as well as emotional support.

)it provides information parents may need in a crisis.

It offers confidentiality which is especially important to timid users,

Probiems: It may be hard to secure a large and highly skilleditaff to handle
crisis calls on a 24-hour basis.
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Solutions:

A sthall day care program is, not equipped to set up a Telephone
Warm Line.

Ni
It's difficult to find skilled people to handle phones on a continuing
basis.

You cannot always ensure that someone will be there all the time.

Join with other groups to share the resPonsibilities. Limit the hours
and be prepared to make referrals to other organizations that can
handle the criges.

Limit the Warm Line to parents whose children attend the day care
program and set aside a few hours one day a week for the director
to handle calls.

Recruit knowledgeable people from mental health programs, uni-
versities, or clinics as volunteers for a few hours a week.

Establish a system whereby messages are taken and calls returned
within' a short period of time.

Requirements/
Resources Needed: Knowledgeable and sensitive individuals to respond to calls. A vol-

unteer network of parents, students or staff.

A phone system with the capacity to serve the warm line.

A method to publicize the service, as well as the necessary materials.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type of Providers: Day Care Centers 2
Urban Programs 2

Type of Parents: The 15arents involved in these model demonstrations were almost all
working parents with incomes between $8,000 and $24,000. The ma-
jority were single or divorced parents.
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, Methods of
Implementation: Providers involved the center's board of directors in the planning. ,

Providers introduced idea to parents but used "Warm" Line rather
than Hot Line.

Provider tited
Advantages:

Provider Cited
Disadvantages:

Providers relied on Provider Manual for steps and activities to use
with model.

Providers deNloped flyers announcing Warm Line Service to send
honle with children.

Providers held meetings to orient the parents to the Warm line.

Providers used local college student volunteers to help "man" the
Warm Line.

Providers opened lines during center hours.

Providers answered work-related problems and made appropriate
referrals when necessary.

Inexpensive to implement.

Attractive to working parents.

Confidentiality aspect is good.

Increase in staffs awareness of parents' concerns.

Encouragement of more staff input into the program.

Hard to make staff available to talk to parents when they call.

Difficult to recruit competent student volunteers to "man" the phones.

Difficult to get parents to use the system initially.

May duplicate already existing telephone services in the community.

Recommendations: This model is an excellent way to reach out to young patents. It can
provide a real service to parents while also-serving as a communication

(
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vehicle for providers, parents, and the larger community. .
)

RESOURCES
,

PRESCHOOL AND INFANT PARENTING SERVICE (PIPS)

The Preschobl and Infant Parenting Service (PIPS) is a comprehensive program developed to
assist parents of young children (birth through five years) who have concerns about their children's
development and behavior. A central feature of the program is the "Warm Line," a free telephone
service which offers parenting assistance and advice to parents who have nowhere else to go for
help. Staffed by 26 mental health professional volunteers, the Warm Line offers parents expert
advice and guidance on child development from clinical social workers, child development specialists,
and other child care professionals. Parents call in, leave a message, and are called back within 24
hours. Telephone contacts may be-maintained over several months. The process through which
families receive support thi-ough the Warm Line is described below. 4r

to
Phase I=Information Gathering. During this phase, the professional obtains information from

the parvit which may be critical to understanding the nature of the problem. Background data
, regarding the duration of the problem, measures used by parents, other sources of assistapce sought,

--)--ete,;1te,4,.........___06"soobtai d.

Phase IIAssessment. In this phase, staff members assess parental responses to advic,e and
determine what is needed from a clinical point of view. This phase includes determining the apparent
openness to learning and psychological change on the part of the parent.

Phase IIIFollow Pp. In Phase III, a follow-up phone call is made. If the situatiOn has not
improved, the parent may be referred to a group at "Parents House" or directly to -clinical services.

For more information, contact:.

. Helen Reid
Clinical Coordinator
Preschool and Infant Parenting Service
8857 Saturn Street
Los Angeles, CA 90335
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

4.

3:1141(

Benefits:

-sc

TOY LtNDING LIBRARIES

4,111

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Facilities set up for the purpose of lending play equipment, instructional
games, and toys to children, their parents, or other persons who provide
care to children (such as day care providers or foster, parents):

To help parents promote their children's development by enabling them
to use developmentally appropriate games and toys with their children
in their own homes.

1. Survey parents to see if there is interest in a toy lending library.

. 2. Identify and locate appropriate materials that could be used in the
library.

3. Attend to the physical organization of the libr

4. Develop a recordkeeping system for cataloguing and keeping up
t with materials.

5. Develop lending policies and procedures for the urikeep of the ma-
terials.

6. Define duties and work schedules for parents and teachers involved
in the maintenance of the library.

Provides parents with' the opportunity to play with their children.

ares day care providerthe opportunity to add new toys to their
program.

ProTd&s learning stimuli for children in their own home.

Problems: The day care provider has a very limited amount of money to purchase
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Solutions:

Requiremerits/
Resources Needed:

materials tor.the, library.

There is,a high incidence of lost' and damaged toys.

The provider cannot get parents involved in- staffing and general
.library operations.

Solicit donations froin local merchants. Conduct learning materials
workSKops iti which parents and staff make games and toys from
collecteci hbusehold and other "scrounge" materials. (Workjobs
and orkjobs for Patents by Mary Baratta Lorton are excellent
ma 'als which describe hoW to make and use learning activities with
3 t 6 year-olds.) Develop a proposal describing your toy lending

library and attempt to get funding from various foundations. Use
some classroom items to help stock the toy lending,library., .

Haye an orientation session for parents and children who will 6e
using the library. Explain proper ways of caring for the toys anti what
is expected of parents and children using the library. Establish stiff
penalties', including a suspension of borrowing privileges, for children
and,parents who persist in irresponsible use of the materials. Involve
parents and.children in-the general maintenance of the library so thak----
they develop a sense of responsibility for the' library.

Involve parents at the initial planning phase so' that-tkiey ll have an
active role in theflibrary right from.the beginning. Possi ly require a
certain level of carental involvement in maintaining the library as an
obligation for borrowing privileges,

A facility or space in the center to house the library materials. ,

Gam nd equipment to stock the library.

fb" Interest- Deo e to plan, implement, and maintain the library. These
could include aff, volunteer Orents, work-study students, etc. One
individual should agree to seiye as librarian approximately five to ten.
hours per week.

Parents willing to spend time regularly wo rking with their child-ten at
home with the toys.
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FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION REgULTS

Type of Providers:

Type of Parents:

Day Care Centers
Urban Programs

Approximately 20 parents were involved in the model pilot tests in both
centers. Virtually all of these.parents were employed and over half were
single or divorced parents. Parental incomes for this model demonstra-
tion ranged from less than $8,000 to about $15,000.

Methods of
Implementation: State worker introduced project and mara41 to providers and teach-.

ers.

Center staff assembled necessary toys and conducted a demonstration
for parents on how to use toys with their children in their homes.

Parents selected the toys and checked them out.

Parents used the toys with their children at home, and provided
feedback to teachers,

Provider Cited .
Advantages: Increasekarept-staff coopeiation.

inspired enthusiasm among children, children displaycjil etter work
habits.

Staff developed more self-made materials,

Provider Cited
Disadvantages: Providers, staff, and parents need a lot of technical assistance to im-

plement this Model.
,e

Recommendations: This model is best for those day care centers that have access to the
staff, facilities, and equipment necessary for its successful coordination
and implementation.

4
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RESOURCES

THE BOOKER T. WASHINGTON TOY LENDING LIBRARY

This toy lending library as established by parents and teachers at the B.T.W. Children's Center
in Columbia, SoCith Carolina, in 1975 The underlying purpose of the +ibrary was to provide parents
with the opportunity to involve themselves in their children's play and to improve the quality of the
relationship between parents and their children.

The parent-staff committee responsible for planning alid implementing the library developed
simple but effective systems for cataloguing, displaying, add keeping track bf matenals in the library.
The library started out with a small budget for toys, many of the center's classroom items-were used
as loaf) items

For more infOrmation on the B T W. Toy Lending Library, contact Ms. Pam Pearce, B.T.W.
-Childcen's Center Coordinator at:

B.T.W. Children's Center
Early Childhood Education Department
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208

PARENT-CHILD TOY LENDING LIBRARY PROGRAM

4-
The Parent-Child Lending Libra Program was develoPed by the Far West Laboratory in Berkeley,

California. This toy lending library has,two major componentsa toy lending library and an eight-
week, two hours per week training program which shows parents how to facilitate their children's
development using materialS they can borrow from the library. The matenafs in the library are geared
fOr children from three to nine years old. .

More information on the library program can be obtained by requesting a copy of the publication.
A 'Guide to Securing and Installing the Parent:Child Toy-Lending Library ($1.55) which
was written by Fred,Rosenau and Betty Tuck from:

'-
Superintendent of Documents
U S. QOverntnent Printing Office
Washin-4ton, DC 20402,
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THE TOY LIBRARY, A HOW TO HANDBOJK

-
The Toy Library, A How To Handbook by El leh Johnson is a resource book that outlines

how to plan. implement, and maintain a toy lending library. Although the primary users of this
library are day care providers, the information on setting up and running the library is equally
applicable to toy lending libraries that focus on lending materials to children and parents

Minnesota Curriculum Services Center
3554 White Be:ar Avenue
White Rear Lake, MN 55110
(612) 770-3943
$2 00

A
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

ACTIVITIES WORI,CSHOPS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Workshops in which parents and caregivers make and explore learning
materials to use with children, both at home and at the day care program.

To show parents how to develop self-made learning materials for their
children and explore developmentally appropriate ways to use these
materials at home and at the day care program.

1. Find out if parents are interested in an activities workshop and enlist
their help in making learning materials for the center or home.

2. Locate and review reference books describing how to make learning
materials and decide which ones are most appropriate for y,o)g..needs.
Limit each session to no more than two or three projects.

3. Gather scrounge materials and basic supplies for the projects you
plan to introduce.

4. Try it out yourself firsimake one sample of each game you selected
to see how much time it takes, whether it actually works and to
identify the steps you wi4 introduce to the parents.

5. Determine the most convenient time for the workshop and notify
parents. You may decide to include the children; making learning
materials together can be a family affair.

6. At the workshop:

Attractively set out all the materials parents will need for the)i,
projects.

Give a short introchctio to eath of the projects by showing them
to parents, discussiite cdncepts/skills children can learn and
ways parents can play with their children using the toy.
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Benefits:

Problems:

\

m

,
Explain how you make the toy clearly outfining the steps. You
may want to write them out on the board or prepare a chart.

While parents (and perhaps children) are preparing their learning
materials, be available to support and help them. /

7. Conduct an informal evaluation at the end of th workshop to de-
termin

kuhat p ents liked best;
..

what they would like to see improved or changed; 9 )

what types of activities workshoes they would like in the future.

8. Follow up with parents by talking with them Oformally about how
they use the learning materials at home or by showing them how
the children enjoy the materials they made at the center or home.

Parents and providers can make valuable learning m#terials for chil-
dren at almost no cost.

Additional materials at.home and at day care expand the child's
opportunities for learning.

Patents and provVers become partners in making and using learning
materials for chileren. , ." ,

If children are included in some of the activities workshops, the whole
family learns together.

\S

Materials made by pareats and providers are highly valued by chil-
dren, they convey the message that someone important really cares.

Parents can see immediate, tangible results of their involveme
int

in
the workshops. Positive results encourage parents to continue and/
or expand their involvement.

It takes time to arrange the session, research the projects and deter-
mine what materials will be heeded.

Parents rarely come to meetings and have not expressed an interest
in making materials. Oc-

It's difficult to gather all the materials needed.
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Solutions:

4

Requirements/
Resources Needed:

)

fr

Enlist the help of one or two parents. They -can help yoti plan and
.

organize the workshop.

Display one or two learning materials you intend to have them make
and informally show them to parents to arouse their interest.

Make personal contact; a phone call from you or
")

another parent to
discuss the idea is more powerful than a written memo.

Consider involvingthe children. Workin e parents are ofthn more likely
to attend'When they can bring t il.ren.

r
Identify exactly what scrounge materials you need and send out a
list to the parevs. A short list of specific items receives more of a
vsponse than a long list.'

Use basic art materials you normally have for the children.

Ask a parent to research places that supply scrounge materials, stores,
factories, resource centers.

I \)A staff member or volunteer parent willing' to serve as workshop
organizer.

Reference books on homemade,ags and games (usually available
at lit& or no cost).

Free scrounge items (such as milk cartons, egg cartons, buttons,
styrofoam, empty thread spools, etc.);

Inexpensive art materials such as construction, paper, glue, scissors,
magic markers, tape, etc.

Someplace to hold the' workshops (the day care center, the fam%
day care provider's home, the home of a parent).

Parents willing to spend one to three hours in the activity workshop(s).

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type orProviders: Day Care Centers -22-
Day Care Homes 5
Rural Programs 17
Urban Programs 10

1
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Type of Paients:

. Methods 'of
Implenwitation:

Provider Cited
Advantages:

The overwhelming majority of parents involved in this model's dem-
onstrations were employed either full time or part time. While income
levels of the parents varied from program to program, the majority of
the parents had incomes in the $8,000 to $24,000 range. Most parents
participated in these workshops on a monthly basis.

The State licensing workt introduced the project. model, and ma-
terials to providers.

The providers gathered necessary materials to make toys and invited
parents for an informal evening at the center.

Providers and parents discussed the model at parent meetings and
displayed some homemade.items.

Some providers polled parents to find a convenient time to hold toy
making workshops.

Providers posted notices of workshops and sent flyers home with
children.

Providers conducted woriishops and demonstrated how to make .
items. Staff helped parents make toys at workshops. Workshops Were
held monthly.

Providers follOwed up with parents on ways they were using home-
made toys and relatscl toys to the child's developmental stage and
learning processes.

Increases communication between parents and staff.

Relatively inexpensive to implement.

Provides good model for family home settings.

Offers vlriety; stimulates creativity in parents and staff.

Increases 'time for parents and childiren to, work together.

Increases childitn's pride.and self-image.

Increases children's enjyment of new toys ,

'N,
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Reduces children's anxiety about leaving parents.

Gives parents a better understanding of what program is all about.

Gives parents a better understanding of their children's developmen

Increases parents' awareness of ways to work with their childr

Reduces parents guilt abOut leaving chzildren to go to werk..

Often increases time parents spend with children.qt home.

Encourages staff to generate ideas for activities.

Helps staff get a better understanding of children and parents.

Provider Cited
Disadvantages: The model requires an experienced leader or trainer for model to

work best.

It requires extensive preparation time.

Parents are sometimes reluctant to do activities.

Additional staff time required may be problem.

Workshops are time-,consuming, it may be hard to get working parents
to commit necessary time.

The games and materials made during workshops may not stand up
well to constant use.

Recommendations: This model is highly effective for day *care programsboth centers and
homesseeking to draw parents into the program initially. If parents
are already quite active in the program, on boards, committeei, fund-a*
raisinp, etc., this model*may not be as appealing es-itis when parental
involvement of arir kind is minimal. Workshops shot& always be well
pWined, focused, and purposeful, and should be offered at a convenient
time for working parents to attend. Two hour workshops, offered on a
monthly or quarterly basis, seem to work well for many programs.
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RESOURCES

PfiRENTS AS RESOURCES (PAR)

r

,

. . . .

The PAR program has developed publications based on workshops offered to parents in com-
munities across 'the country. The workshops involve direct parent participation in activities as a
means for stimalating parents to have funleaming with their children. PAR has trained hundreds
of workshop leaders, many of them parents, to conduct workshops with other parent groups They
have published 'recipe" activity booklets of games and ways to make and use learning materials
at home. PAR publications are available from CBH Publishing, Inc. (see address below)

... 4

THE BIG BOOK OF RECIPES FOR FUN 4

This book by Carolyn Buhai Haas is filled with practi,cal, step by step descriptions of how to make
creative learning activities and games for home and school. The games are organized insategories
such as 'Arts and Crafts Recipes," "Nature Actitties," "Weighing and Measuring," ',`Cooking Fun,"
and many more. It is available for $2.00 from CBH Publishing, Inc.,^464 Gentral, Northfield, Illinois,
60093. A Workshop Procedures booklet which describes how to conduct an activities workshop
is available from the same publishing company.

WORKJOBS FOR PARENTS

1This book by Mary Baratta-Lorton is an-excellent resource for conducting activities workshops
ft descnbes 43 -workjobs" parents can make and use with their three to six-year olds The author
clearly delineates the materials needed, skills ...ained, and how to use each of the games with children
Photographs of the games make them easy to duplicate. WorkjobS for Parents is published by
Addison Wesley Co. in Reading, Massachusetts, for $6.60 and is available from many book dis-
tributors.

TAiLE TOYS, A CREATIVE CURRICULUM FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD

Based on practical workshops with hundreds Qf teachers, this book offers suggested ways to use
toys commonly found in most earls? childhood settings such as pegs and peg boards, beads and
laces, counting cubes and parquetry, or. pattern blocks. It includes descriptions of tpys which can
be made inexpensively by parents and teachers, and how to use these toys to extend learning
Developed by Creative Associates, the Table Toys manual is ayailable for $6.95.

t
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TEACHABLES FROM TRASHABLES

A well illustrated book by Toys 'N' Things full of ideas on how to make "junk- objects into
inexpensive, safe, and educational toys for young children. For each toy, the authors list the age
group for whom it is designed, how to use the toy, what it does, what you need to make it, and
how° to make it. Teachers and parents would have little trouble following the directions. Distributed
by Gryphon House, P.O. Box 217, Mt. Rainer, Maryland, 20822, for $6.95.

PARENTS ARE TEACHERS TOO!

This book by Jeanne Lybecker and .lacki Posner includes 45 activities designed to help parents
provide significant/educational experiences for their preschool children. The activities are both
descnbed and illustrated For each activity, the authors list the objectives, materials, construction
steps, and how to play the games. Available from Gryphon House for $5.50. (See address above.)

0
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

.,

Benefits:

DROP-IN CENTERS

,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Drop-in centers offer parents intermittent child care services on an "as
needed" basis. Some provide parenting information, periodic relief from
childrearing responsibilities and assistance to parents who deserve help
with their daily problems and the tensions of family life.

, 40
/ To enable parents to function optimally by providing parenting support

8 needed, temporary child care services and opportunities to interact
with peers and other adults.

-

1. Determine the need for the program by talking with parents and
conducting a neighborhood assessment.

2. Convene a meeting of interested parents to discuss what type of
drop-in center will be appropriate and.who will be served. ,

3. Discuss the resources you will need to initiate the program. (ex-
amples: paid staff or volunteers? 'a new location or a room at the
day care, facility?)

4. Assess what materials' and equipment-you already have which can
be used by the program.

v..

5. Identify tasks which must be completed and obtain commitments
from staff and parents. ,

6. Publicize the service.

7. Start small and continually evaluate progress.

Drop-in ccrtters provide paZrtt?-with relief from child rearing re-
sponsibility'and intermittent child care service for their children. .,

,
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Problems:

-4

Parents develop' fiieqdships and extend their support network.

Parents can learn from each other as well as from the staff.\ .-

Children haire a safe environment in which to play and learn.

It costs too much money to. run a drop-in center. :

It is rcult to find skilled staff.

1

Solutions: Consider having a drop-in center open just on Saturdays, using the,
day care facility as a site.

,

Requirements/
Resources needed: A place with comfortable furniture for adults and children.

Equipment and materials for children; particularly if program is not
in center. -,

,

Trained staff or volunteers to ruri the program.

Recruit volunteers to staff the program. Conduct fundraising effots
Use funds raised for orientation and ongoing training by professio als.t

Start up and operating funds for staff and equipment Costs will vary
depending on the programs' size, hours of operation, location, and
the number and type of staff involved.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type of Providers:

Type of Parents:

I

.**)

Only one program, a child development center in Parkdale, Oregon,
pilot tested this model. The model, implemented once a week for six
weeks during the field test, is being continued by the program on a
monthly basis.

1

An average of seven parents vere involved in each session of the model
demonstration by this program. The center had a mixture of White,
klispanic and Native American families. All parents were employed either
full time or part time.

48,
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Methods of
Implementation:

.0.0

The center initiated a six-week Friday Family Focus .day featuring
guest speakers. The center publicized the model with parents at the
center and in till larger community.

4-. es
The center provided child care and lunch for parents who participated.

The model established a theme of improvi community relations.
.

Provider Cited
Advantages: Increases parent-staff communication.

# -4,

Provides infoimation for parents on parenting and ether to*pics.

11,

Provider Cited
Disadvantages: Requires lots of tchnical assistance.

to

Gives parents a better view of center as a community resource.

Helps ease the childien's separation anxiety.
,

Assists staff to become more aware of ihe importance of parent,
involvement.

Ika

,

Recommend'ations:

#

Need additional trained staff to implement. Difficult to use volunteers.

Expensive to set up; requires additional funding to start up and main-
tain. -

N

Because of thetime and expense involved, this model is not practical
for single family day care providers to attempt on their own. However,
providers may want to initiate this program through their Family Day
Care Association, thereby pooling their resources and serving a wider
range of parents. Day care centers that attempt to implement the
model should be mindful of the administrative costs involved and
determine in advance an approach to obtaining the necessary funds
and support.,

,

t
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RESOORCES

FAMILY FOCOS PROGRAM

,

The:Family Focusl5T-ogram operates a dr p in center designed to give parents the L.ippcIrt they
-'need to feel' good about themselves so th. ey in turn can help their child develop self-esteem
andconfidence The program offers a warm, :tuvortive environment for the entire family. Activities
are planned to accommodate working and si e .arents. It is a place where pare* can meet
together, share9concerns, and develop their ownmethods of self-help. According to Bernice Weiss-

-bourd, the founder of Family Focus: .

The earliest years of child rearing are a crucia period for fa ilies. The assistance parents received
, from the extended family or earlier generations is seldom p ent, and community services, with
the tception of those for the haticlicapped, are virtually none, sterit.

-Fanny Focus '4erates three rop-in centers, and one "out-po " center for adolescent parents.
V.All of the centershav t1-1,e folio g gharacteristics:

vCenters are staffed: by_i*ofessionals d garaprofesisonals who possess skills in social work and -
early childhood education In addition, d'entsfrom local universities wp the centers.

Centers artopen frOrn 30 to 35 hours a week. Paren cpme to come with their, children
and tay as long as they choose. No feegor palliation are requive.d.

IN!"
A monthly calendar and newsletter highlight workshops, groups, and special events. Acttvities are
planned for parents and children together and for.children while their-rents attenc4ffiscussion

ups.

A evelOpmentargr gram for children is coadinated by the staff whAOdel ways to care and
respond to childre Temporary child care offers relief for parents under stress anll an opportunity

-t to detect' deve opmental problems,
_ .

k.

Parents,form.self 'help groups develop friendships and learn tp be resourceful about meeting their
own needs.

CommunitY AdvoCacy Councils and Parent GrOups represEnt neighborhdod agencies and parents
, and act as a link to community resource ferral and consultation. These grouRs also advise

. ...-Ak on program policy for th. e ce,pter. .. ,
( ..6ffr

So?.

-N__/
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\- An excellent resource for providers who wish to implement or adapt this,model is Creating Drop-
In Centers: The Family Focus Model by Lorraine B. Wallach and Bernice Weissbourd It gives
a step-by-step description of how to start a center, from developing the initial concepts to finding

turtling and hiring staff.

It is available 'from:

Family Focus Inc.
2300 Green ay Road
Evanston, IL 60201
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Definition:

Goal:

RESOURCE NETWORkS
AND GUIDES

.,

BACKGROUND INF6RMATION

Listings of services and organizations which might be needed by families,
such as health clinid, legal services, recreational facilities, cooperatives,
and job and career counseling.

To enable parents to make maximum use of the community resources
available to them by providing up-to-date information about these re-
sources.

,

Steps: 1. Determine the need for and extent of interest in a resource guide.
4

)

4

,

,

Benefits:
,

,

2. Identify a small group of people tommork on developing the guide.

3 Conduct an assessment-to determine the types of services currently
used or needed by the families you serve.

"\ .

4. Assess the costs of producing and dupltating the guide and deter-
mine whether you need tp raise funds to cover expenses or charge
money for the guide.

v,

5. Contact people within organizations that provide such services to ,

I confir the nature and extent of the services provided.

6. Put together a written guide t t lists and annotates these services
plus a contact pergon who ca handle inquiries. '

s 7. Distribute these guides to paren .

,
8. Make follow-up calls to a contact. person in.these organizations, if

possible, to ensure that you always have an accurate resource net-
work for referral pufposes.

,

Resource guides are especially helpful to new families.

di

,
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,The gUides improve access to services needed by families.

Guidevare concrete, tangible, and good referral tools for providers.

Problems: You may have to locate funds to prepare and reprodUce the guide
-

There's a lot of information to collect and document, and this takes
time.

Information gets dated and may not be applicable from one.year to
, the next.

,

Solutions:

r

Requirements/. ,,

Resources'Needect -",
,

I.

,

Use volunteer help to research and write the information. A parent
with graphic skills may be willing to put the information into an
attractive and usable format. Consider charging a fee for the guide.

The initial guide does take time, but you don't have tO cover every-
thing. Start small! Ask parents to suggest organizations and services
they use. Call these organizations to learri about others.

Ask a volunteer to make occasional calls to agencis to keep, infOr-

thation up-to-date. Have parents report to you when they find in-
formation is no longer accurate.

People (program staff or pare t volunteers) willing to research and
record information for the re ource guide on a volunteer basis.,

6

Volunteers io,type up the"info on in a kit-mat for "the guide.

Access to duplicating services to produce copies of the guide.

a People(willing to update the guide periodically.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS.
e .

. ,
Type of Providers:

i
Two day care centers field tested this model. Both centerswere in.large ,

s,outhefn cities. i

-I-..

. Type arents: Parents involved in these
time. One center ha

el ilemon ations weie" emplOyed full
ckyill parent fa, ilie in'the $15, 000-$24,000

..



Methods of
Implementation:

income range, while the other program served mostly single parents
with incomes,below $8,000.

Providers conducted parent needs assessmept to determine parexikal_i)`
needs and interest.

Providers phoned parents to explain mo4l and project and ask for
volunteers.

Providers assigned an area of.the directory to each parent.

Staff worked with parents to get them started and then parents took
over.

. /
Parents and staff collected inforrnation and corrpiled directory, typed
and Published it and distributed it to other par nts.

Other program implemented model as center-based newsletter.

Staff got news items from all staff and involved parents.

Staff distributed newsletter to parents.

Provid r Cited .

Advan ges: Offers concrete results, parents can see their accomplishment tight
away.

Provides useful information for non-day care .users as well.

Allows staffsand parents to gain greater awareness of available re-
sOurces.

Staff and parents become more awmt of the community rekwrces
available to them. They can make bettei; referrals.

Gives staff and parents a better understandin'bf the need for co-
-

ordination.

, Everyone can take ptiCle in the finished produg

ProVider Cited
Disadvantages: - Difficult to get parents to participate initially.
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Recommendations:

RESOURCES

Needs lots of coordination 1 o complete and more staff time than most
are willing to volunteer.

Requires additional funds to implement properly.

This model is excellent for day care programs in large Communities
where parents are less likely to be aware of all of the community re-
sources. It is also a good model for pragrarris serving highly mobile
families, such as military child care programs. Its relative low cost and
concrete, practical.nature make it a good place to start for programs
With little or:no existing parental involvement.

HEAD STARTSOCIAL SERVICE COMPONENT

)1
-a

ead Start social service component has a proven process for putting together resource
guides. They also put out a book that is available on a limited basis called "A Guide for Providing
Social Services in Head Start,- which can be borrowed from your local Head Start office or obtained
free by writing:

,

,
.

Richard H. Johnson , .-,.

Department of Health and Human Services,
*Administration for Children; Youth and Families
Head Start Bureau .. ..

Washington, DC 20201

FAMII'N FOCUS PROJECT
,D

1,

The Family Focus Project has an excellent'iresource guide entitled, The Parents' Pages. It is
well organized and designed and can serve aS a model,for programs wishing to develop their own
resource, guide. It can be ordered for $4.95 per copy from:

Family Focus, Inc.
2300 Green Bay Road
Evanston, IL 60201 ,

t
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PAIMNT SUPPORT GROUP
VII

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

4

Definitioo: Self-help groups in which the members meet to'hare and discuss
common concerns and interets. Members learn from each other and
provide_eThotionat support and ideas on child rearing..

Goal:

Steps:

Benefits:

To share pasenting experiences (successes and stresses) with other par-
ents arid,Or resource people ip an effort to drow and learn from others.

1 Talk to others interested in fprming,a support group. Start with two
or three parents who alread know each other from the day care or
family home program. Ty to keep the group to under ten members.

2. Locate a meeting space. It could be the center or homes of parents.

3: Schedule the first meeting at a time convenient for group mernliers.

4 Discuss issues of mutual as well as of individual concern. Determine
collective interest ip corktiriuing.

5. Dedclq op the group structure. Determine the need for a facilitator
or therapist. If the structure is informal, rotate responsibility for con-
Vening'the group among members.

6. Decide on and define the topics the group will consider.
..,

7. Set up a regular meeting schedule and ensure agreement among all
participants.

8. Establish rules that will govern the group, ensure confidentiality,
participation of all members, and a nonjudgmental atmosphere.

Support groups help families wercome a sense of isolation and often
49'

, serve as-an extended family.

(--7) .
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-P)Iblems:

v

Solutions:

7

v

Members learn that others share their concerns and struggles.

Members dre able.to provide support to others and tczzc\eive
support as well.

Support groups give members an opportunity to expand their knowl-
edge and broaden their perspectives on parenting and child rearing

''"*% practice.0

#

Requirements/
Resources Needed:

.

I

. 1 '

9 People are often reluctant to discuss their personal lives.

Some members dominate discussions and others are hesitant to par-
ticipate. s
Discussions tend to ramble and lose focus.

Interest and attendance tend to wane.

Members must respect each other's privacy outside the group.«
. .

Establish rules ensuring that each person hats an opportunit9 to talk.
Identify a facilitator who can handle group dynamics.

Have the group agreen a topic kir the next meeting and ask each
person to be prepked to share a concern or idea on the topic.

Periodcally evaluate the sessions and be prepared to revise the group's
focus. Share the responsibility for" calling group members and en-

. couraging them tco. attend.
"-

Parents who share common needs and interests and who are willing
-,

to meet with others for mutual support and .growth.

A coctenient meeting place.
s

A knowledgeable persoil to provide technical assistance or to serve
as group facilitator.

,

\

,
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FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULT

Type of Provider:

Type of Parents:

Methods of
Implementation:

This model was field tested in one day care center in a 'western city.

The parents involved in this center were mokly employed.full Erie with
family incomes in the $8,000 to $24,000 range. Only about 20 percent
were single parents.

Provider distributed a parent interest questionnaire to parents.

Parents indicated interest in opportunities to meet with other parents,
heir speak4,s, share with one another, and bring ttLeir children along.

Model was adapted from a parent support group to a i3arent-to-
parent meeting'.

Center providekhild care and speaker for parents on issues of interest
to them.

Parents were given opportunity to share with one another.

.

Provider Cited
Advantagei: Parents become more a part ofsthe program.

Increases communication among parents.
O

Provides opportunity for parents to do fun things with one another
and with their children.

Provider Cited
Disadvantages: None were cited by this provider. Howelver, to work best, the model

does require additional staff time for planning and coordination.

Recommendations: While this model appears fairly easy to implement, the time required
,. to plan and coordinate effective parent support sessions should not be

overlooked. Good coordination and pla,nning are the key to success
,with this model. A recommended initial approach to the model is to
have an interested parent plan an enjoyable first session to spark pdrents'
interest and efithusiasm. By involving parents in the plannj,ng process
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from the beginning, you will increase your chances for success with this
model.

RESOURCES
p

PRE-SCHOOL AN-D INFANT PARENTING 5ERVICE (PIPS)

fhe PIPS program, which began as a telephone support service for parents, eventually expanded
into a comprehensive program .which now includes parent sUppoit groups. Staff members conduct
regular meetings at the center for mothers and infants, mothers and toddlers, and single mothers.
Spontaneous support groups have also evolved from the "Parents' House,- a clubhouse for parents.

For more inform'ation, contact: 4'

Helen Reid
Clinical Coordinator
Preschool and Infant Parenting Service
8857 Saturn Street
Los Angeles, CA 90035

THE FAMILY FOCUS PROGRAM

Though this program is structured primarily as a drop-in center, one important component is its
parent support group. T,hrough the drop-in vehicle, new contacts and friendships are made, par-
ticipants are encouraged to develop mutual aid and sehhelp groups. The program assists and gives
support in the form of meetinplaces, staff facilitators, ,counseling, and information sharing.

For more information, contact:. ("'

Family-Focus, Inc.
2300 Green Bay Road
Evanston, IL 60201
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Definition:

Goal:

COOPERATIVES

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
4

A cooperative is a group in which people share the responsibility for
meeting the common needs of the individual group members. These
needs can be for babysitting, for transporting children, or for buying
food collectively.

To collectively obtain or maximize the use of goods or services that
would be otherwise unavailable on an individual basis.

-k

Steps: 1. Identify a common need where cooperation can help solve the
problem. Examples are babysitting, transportation, buying food or
clothes, etc.

2. Talk to otherg who share the same d

3. Convene a core group committed to clganizrng the coojj.'

4. Meet to determine the steps and resources neeCfed to sblve the
problem.

5. Outline the tasks involved and make assignments. Const with
other, coops-in the area, review by-laws, etc.

6. Decide on the organizationaLstructure;of the group including the
procedures for making decisions.

7. LocatXecesSary resources such as space, supplies, and equipment.

8. Decide on a regular schedule for tasks and make sure participants
are comMitted to it.

9. Prepare any necei,sary forms, books, or procedures for record-
keeping, providing the service, getting new members, and so on.

87
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Benefits:

10. Establish by-laws and written procedures to ensure a common base
*of .understanding for all members.

Coops can save members a lot of money for goods and servic6p.

Coops promote cooperation among members.

Coops are a form of self-help and support at attime when families'
feel isolated.

Problems: Getting each person to carry out a task in a timely and efficient manner
can be difficult.

A few people often end up carrying the burden of making the process
run smoothly.

Enthusiasm' wanes over tirtie.0

Solutions: Identify a coordinator to oversee the process. This can be a rotating
. position: ,Assign tasks according to individual capabilities and time

as constrainh. Develop a system where those who put in more effort
receive- mote benefits.

,1 Involve eyeryond in defining goals and expectations. Be sure every-
one is clear aboUt his/hen responsibilities.

Make it a social as well as an economic function. Evaluate the system
periodically to determine how succeSsful the coop is and what benefits
have been achieved:

Requirements/ ,

Resources Needed: People willing to cooperative with each other by giving time, re-
sources, or money to get what is needed for mutual benefit..,

An interested pa*rent or staff member willing to take the time initially
to get the ball rolling.

( AC't:ess to indMcruals. knowledgeable about cooperatives or who are
members of existing coops nearby.

v
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FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type of Providen A small day care center in a rural northwestern community pilot tested
this model.

Type of All of the centers' parents were employed outside of the home and
the majority were two parent families.

Mehods of
Implementation: Provider reviewed materials on project and talked to parents to de-

termine interest.

Provider Cited
Advantages:

Provider Cited
Disadvaiites:

Parents decided on type of coop to trya babysitting coop in this
case.

Provider held meeting for interested parents to plan coops; only three
.6arents came.

Provider obtained by-laws from another successful coop in the area.

The43roup was unable to sustain coop, but felt process of trying to
establish it was useful.

When it works, it Offers reso e for parents who need babysitters.

It is difficult to get working parents interested in babysitting during
evenings and weekends.,

Recommendations: Because the success of this model depends so heavily on the willingness
of partits to contribut%their spare time, providers should carefully assess
the level of parental interest from the outset. Food or trahsportation
coops may be more practical or realistic for programs serving mtstly
working parents than are babysitting coops. It is a,gOod idea to consult
with members of other succosful coops in the area before launching
your own.

89
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RESOURCES

BABY-SITTING COOPERATIVE

..
Baby-sittingicooperatives can be an intormal arrangement 'among sevral families wilo care for

each other:s children as necessary, or it can be 4, formal arrangement ,among a larger group.of7'
people. Often parents with children in thdsame day-care center set up a .babysittingtoop.

.,
. ,

In a babysitting coop, members take turns sitting for each other's children.--S,everal S'ysteins,carf
be used to keep track of t,he hours each family Owes the coop. ,One system is To give ekh new .
family "chits- or tickets foi five hours of sitting. along With a list of members 'FamilieS then make
individual arrangernentS for sitters and trade chits or tickets. Another system is to have a'mernber ..

of each family serve as Secretary on a rotating basis. The Secretary keeps a tally sheet for -each
family, which lists the hours it sits for other families and the hours it uses sitters. When a member
wishes to obtain a babySitter, he or she calls the secretary ,and puts in a request. The gecretary then,
calls other members, starting with those who owe the rrtost hours, and arranges-the tirne and place_
A copy of the Constitution and By-.Laws of a successful babysitting coOperative in Williiton, North
Dakota, are included in the Appendix. , ,

. ., .

-

,

1

FOOD COOPERATItES, .
Food cooperatives are probably the mosCcomplicated kind of cooperative used by farnilies.

However, they can also-save The most money. They accomplish this 'by. buying food wholesale.
Because of the nature of the servicefood cooperatives generally need, to be fairly well structured.'

Most food cooperatives or food buying, clubs require an average of two hours per week per
member. However, large cooperafives often hire paid Staff, With members putting in little.or no,.
time. -

Here ar some tips to remembdr when operating a food 'cooperative'.

1. Starrtbe club with the most popular items in the beginning and
expand from there.

2. Have a specific time for handling orders and make sure'orders are
sukmitted in writing on standard forms. Telephone orders are very
hard to keep track of. ,

.43. Have the following items available at the drop'off and pick up point:
scale, bags (Paper and plastic), marking pencils, calculator, $20'in
changeorder blanks for the following week:

4. Agree on a prepaid amount (10-15 percent of a person's order) to

44.

Lz _
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.
cover operating and supply costs.

__&Prepack each person' s order before pick-up to save time.
..----'

-6. Deqide what to do with left over supplies and secure storage (re-
frigerators or storage bins, for example), if needed

..,

i
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Definition:

ma.

FOOTSTEPS

. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A Federally-funded parent education program consisting of 30 half-hour
deo tapes and supporting materials which address a variety of child

rearing topics.

Each half-hour show contains a 20-minute dramatization of pare
situations or child rearing problems in a family centered context, foll
by a brief commentary by parents and child development experts
series explores realistic themes, such as helping children cope with death,
resolving childhood fears, dealing with independence, indentifying prob-
lems in young childreh, and prenatal preparation.

4
Goal: To help parents broaden their knowledge of child developmeni and

improve their child rearing skills. si

Steps: 1. Determine'the level of parental interest in viewing and discussing
the Footsteps series.

2. Identify a staff member or volunteer parent willing to serve as program
coordinator for the series.

3. Investigate whether the series is being aired on the local Public -
Broadcasting Station and obtain broadcast schedule. If unavailable
on television, arrange to obtain film series from the National Audio
Visual Center.

4. Obtain the necessary resource matepsIls which .dccompany the films
(e.g. home viewer guide and discussion guides).

5, Decide on a convenient place to meet to view the programs and
conduct discussions.

6. Notify parents of the dates and locations of each session well in
advance.

92
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Benefits:

Problems:

. Solutions:

Requirements/
Resources Needed:

-

7. If showing films or video cassettes, ensure that the necessary audio-
visual equipment i, available for each session, along with someone
to operate The equipment.

8. Provide a knowledgable person to lead the discussion follolg
each viewing segment.

9. Periodically evaluate how the sessions are,progressing.

Parents increase their knowledge of child development and., learn
about different child rearing methods.

Day care providers can save time -by using this existing pafent ed-
je ucation curriculum, rather than designing one from scratch.r .

The episodes depict realistic parenting situations and offer oppor-
tunities for parent to parent exchange of ideas.

The films are expensive and time consuming to obtain.

It may be difficult to get a discussion leader for every session.

Organize parents to write or phone the local PBS station requesting
the Footsteps program, Work with the station management to see
that the programs are aired at a convenient time for Working parents.

Organize parents to take turns leading the discussions. Make sure
each potential discussion leader is familiar with the supporting re-
source materials in advance.

J.

Access to the video segments on the local PBS station or the,filins
from the National Audio Visual Center. The films range in price from
$12.50 per film for rental to $174.00 per film for purchase.

Sufficient Copies.of the Home Viewer Guide and the Discussion
Guide.

A volunteer to studYSe Materials before each session and lead the
group discussion following the films.Parents willing to spend one hour
each session for 30 segsions.
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4. A cohvenient place to hold the sessions.

Someone willing, to coordinate the effort from start to finish.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type of Providers:

Type of Parents:

Methods,of
Implementation: Providers introduced the model to, parents.

/Providers involved pardnts in selecting which films to show. They.
. established a schedule for showing films.

Day Care Centers 10
. Day Care Homes 3

Urban Program 7-
,Fural Program 6

A

Virtually all of the parents in the programs that field tested this model
were emitoyed outside the home on a part-time or full-time basis. While
a few parents had incomes below $8,000 or above $24,000,,most fell
in the $8,000 to $24,000 income eange. Approximately equal numbers
of single parent families and two-parent families were involved in the
model demonstrations.

Prdders made arrangements to obtain the films from the contractor.
State workers assisted.

Providexs sent notices to parents before each film was shown.

Sessions Were held in the day cafe center or home orVJAer convenient
location.

Programs provided refresh1jientsand free child care to parents view-
ing films.

o Providers used Footsteps Guides and held discussions after each film.

One program.incorporated model into its regular parenting classes.

Most programs held weekly one .hour sessions..

94
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Provider Cited
Advantages:

1

.- /.
It is easy to get all participants involved in the discuSsion..

The model opens communications among parents.

It's easy to implement.
,

Films give realisbc portrayals of real family situatiins7

.
.

..., ..0.,

Program creates mutual help arriCing parents.

Supplemental materials are good.

The model sparks parental enthusiasm.

Provider Cited
.Disadvantages:

.1

,

1

;

JP r .

Parents become more confident in working with their children.

Logistics of obtaining films and materials are difficult to handle.
..-

Good time for workingvarents tomeet is hard to arrange.,

,

\s

..

This model requires additional support, such as babyfitters, trans-
.portation, etc.

.,

This model requires a knowledgeable A/V person' .

Timely receipt of films is difficult to ensure.

The model requires lots of staff time to coordinate.

It is difficult to sustain parents' interest in attending all sessions.
..

Parental involvernent in other aspeds of the program may decline
when parents get involved. in Footsteps series.

TranSPortation to the essions and babysitting can be a problem.
,

,

. , Recommendations: While Footsteps is an,excellent parenting series, the cost and logistics
associated with obtaining the films when not availaVe through PBS
inhibit its replicability in day care settings. This is especially true for single
family day care providers and small center operaters with limited re-
sources,. The fact that the discussion guides build sO closely on the film
content makes this model difficult to adapt for use without the films.

-, However, it is a highly recommended sarenting series for providers
located in areas where the series can be seen on television.

Y

,-

1
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r
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*RESOURCE§ ,

The followrng riource materials are used in conjunction with the broadcast to offer information
.and.ideas for cligEussion by parents:

6.

,
1. A home viewer guide containing a discussion of the icQis presented in the show, a bibliography

of parenbng resource matenals, and suggestions for activifies to enhance parental interactions
with their children is available from:

FOOTSTEPS
Pueblo, CO 81009
$3.50

. ,
2. A two-page discussibn guide can be used by parenting education groups in conjunction with

the 'Footsteps broadcasts to stimulate discussions on parenting issues. The guidessontain back-.ground informabon on therngs discussed, a bibliography, information sheets for distribution to
parents in the parenbng education group, a synopsis of each broadtast, discussion questions,
and activities for parents. The guide is availabre from:

University Press
300 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 547-0700
Part 1 - Programs 1-20 $4.95
Part 2 : Programs 21-30 $5.95

I

3. AudioviSual aids (in cases where series is not available on television). Footsteps Filrri series is
available from:

.

a

The National Audio Visual Center
National Archives and Records Service
General"Service Administration
Order Section
8700,Edgeworth Drive
Washington, DC 20743

763-1896
2

4

(301)
,

I. - Rental S le

Films Total Series ' $250.00 $ 000.00
Individual 12.50 U74.00

1

Video Cassette Total Series , $1,300.00
Individual 75.00

To facilitatea, group, the day care provid& or parent would need to read over the discussion guide
and, if possible, duplicate information sheets for parents. ..

\ / 96 1 0 2
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Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

Benefits:

/

EXPLORING. PARENTING

v

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A comprehensive parent education model developed by and_ for the
Head Start Bureau. The curriculum consists of 20 three-hour sessions
during which parents view films, listen to recordings, and use information
sheets designed to foster discussions. -Parents are actually involved in
the sessions which are led by specially trained Exploring Parenting Group
Leaders.

To help make parents more aware of their parenting skills, build upon
their existing child rearing skills and increase their knowledge of different
parenting styles and techniqu'es.

1. Determine level of parental interest.

.2. Identify someone to coordinate the series.

3. Contact the local Head Start Program to arrange for a trainzd group
leader to conduct the program.

4. Obtain the necessary materials from the local Head Start Program
or Regional Head.Start Resource and Training Center.

5. Obtain commitments from the parents to attend the agreed upon
sesgions.

6. Arrange for a convenient place and time to hold the sessions.

7. Perioflically evaluate the' sessions for sustained parental interest.

Parents increase their knowledge of child development and learn
about different child rearing methods.

Day care provid rs In save time by using this existing parent ed-
ucation curriculu4n, rather than designing bne from scratch.

C
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,the episodes depict realistic parenting situations and offer oppor-
tunities for parent to parent exchange of ideas.

Problems: The training must be conducted by a trained group leader.

The Exploring Parenting materials are not readily available to the non
Head Start public.

The program could be expensive to implement if group leaders had
to be paid, materials xeroxed anCi films rented.

Solutions: Local Head Start programs may be ,helpful in locating trained §roup
leaders to lead tIke sessions.

Requirtements;
Resources Needed:

1

If a complete set of materials can be obtained from the local Heaa
Start program, providers are free to' duplicate copies. Some Head
Start programs may have extra materials they would be willing to
donate. Films, records and two of the booklets are available for rent
or purchase from the Education Development Center located at 55
Chapel Street, Newton, Massachuseqs, 02160.

Several programs could pool their resoces't pffer the program
collectively for their parents, given enough interest.

Access to a trained Exploring Parenting Group Leader willing 'to
conduct the sessions.

Access to sufficient copies of all necessary,materials, including: A'
Leader's Guide, A Manual for Group Leaders, Parent Information
Sheets, "Doing Things" booklet, "Picturing Cevelopment Booklet,"
three records and ten films.

Parents willing to spend three hours per session for 20 sessions.

Someone willing to coordinate the logistical arrangements from start

to finish.

A convenient place and time to hold the sessions.

,
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FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Type of Providers: Day Care Centers 3
Family Day Care Homes 2
Rural Programs 5

_

Type of Parents: Programs pilot testing this model served working parents with incomes
between $8,000 and $24,000, with a few exceptions. There were slightly
more single parent families than two-parent families involved in these

,programs.

Methods of
Implementation: The Exploring Parenting Trainer conducted group leader training

sessions for providers.

a

t

/
Provider Cited

,Advantages:

s

,

Providers conducted informal weekly parent sessions in a home.

Providers obtained technical assistance from the contractor in getting
necessary films and materials.

One center had two hour weekly,sessions at the center.

Another used the parent sessions to teach a parenting class at a local
women's clinic.

Providers relied on the Exploring Parenting materials more than the
Provider Manual.

Offers well organized arid structured materials.

Emphasizes parents rple as educator of own child.

Provides room for dialogue among prents.
_

Encourages increased parent commkinication with staff and with other
parents.

.' Helps parents become more confident of their own pare'hting abilities.

Helps staff members to become more confident and to communicafe
better with parents. :
Helps children become more relaxed and open with parents.
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Provider Cited
Disadvantages: Time commitment required of parents and staff is unrealistic for day

care (three-hour sessions for 20 weeks).

Model doesn't apply to parents of teenagers.

Some sessions are not realistic for provider situations.

Model places unrealistic logistical demands on small programs or
family day care.

Recommendations: The current unavailability of the Exploring Parenting'Materials outside
of Head Start programs makes this exceHent model virtually impossible
to replicate in day care settings at the present time. However, should
the materials become available to programs other than Head Start in
the future, this model is excellent for medium to large day care programs
or networks of family day care homes interested in parent education.
The inherent logistical and transportation problems make it advisable
for rural programs to work out transportation arrangements well in
advance of sessions. And, the length of the program, 20 three-hour
sessions, suggests that providers ensure the continued interest and com-
,mitment from working parents to stick with the program before they
invest a lot of time and effort. Day care programs wishing to obtain
further information about how to obtain th% Exploring Parenting Ma-

,
terials should contact the Head Start Training and Technical Assistance
Provider in their state or write to:

Mr. Richard Johnson
Head Start Bureau
Administration for Children, Youth and Families
P.O. Bo) 1182
Washington, DC 20013

4
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15 Definition:

Goal:

Steps:

,

^4

PARENT COMMITTEES

..

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Groups of parents who have agreed to give assistance to the provider
by assuming responsibility for specified tasks. Parent committees usually
have a coordinator and meet only when their services are required.

To perform specific tasks necessary for a successful day care program
which cannot be as effectively performed by the provider and staff alone
(example: raising funds for new kitchen, building new playground, main-

. taining the grounds; conducting a clothing drive, etc.).

1. Ask each parent, at enrollment, to cOntribute a minimum number
of hours to program maintenance during the year.

2. Determine what tasks need to be performed during the year to
maintain the program. Provider and staff prepare this list. A com-
mittee is set up to handle each task. Committees are staffed by
parents, one of whom coordinates the work of the others.

..

3. Identify a parent to coordinate each committee. A personal request
from the director is most. effective.

4. Prepare a list of each committee and the tasks each will assume.
Circulate this list to the parents and ask them to sign up for a com-
mittee. r

it
5. Identify one parent to be responsible for keeping track of the number

of hours each parent works. Coordinators report to him or her after
a work session. It is often helpful to have a form prepared for this
purpose.

6. When a task needs to be done, the provider simply notifieS the
coordindtor of the appropriate committee. He or she then organizes
the committee members. )

,
7. It is important to let parents know their contribution is valued. Tell

,_
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them exaCtly how they are doing a good job.

Benefits: Each parent contributes a small amount of tirrie, but a lot of work is
accomplished:

.

st.

I

.

Children see that their parents care and have input into their day

care program.

Proviaers are relieved of many time:consuming tasks -ii't exchange
. for a minimum amount of time to organize the committees.

/ ,

Problems: It takes time to organize committees and to follow up to see that the
work is accomplished. , ...

.

Solutions:

The model is not appropriate forf small center or family home.
4

Parents have enough to do and feel that they are already paying for

the child care services they receive.

Coordinators can do a lot of this work. They should be carefully
selected by the provider who then simply needs to maintain phone
contact. ..

While committees are not necessary in a small program, family home
providers can ask each yarent to make a commitment to donate a
certain number of hours each year to program maintenance.

i
Explain to parents how important their involvement is and how the
fees do not cover/he costs of running a child care program: Be sure
to make parents feel that their contribution is valued. N

Requirements/
Resources Needed: Parents

Volunteer Committee Coordinators.

FIELD TEST DEMONSTRATION 'RESULTS

Type of Providers: Day Care Centers 6
Family Day Care Home' 1 .
Urban Programs 6
Rural Programs 1

.."

,
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Type of Parints:

' Methods of /
Implemgntation

cC

Provider ited
s:

410

Provider Cited .

Disadvantages: Hard to find good meeting time.

Difficult to read) all parents.

Hard to maintain Parents' enthusiasm.

. Difficult to collect fines or impose penalties when pthents don't par-
ticipate.

Parents involved in this model's pilot tests Were mostly employed full
timeoutside of the home. Parental income levls were similar to thOse

, found-in other models!. Approximately halt of the parents were single.
and half mania -,-.

14anual.

Model was_used in some programs to strengthen existing committees
and in others tg establish new ones.

piovider or program taff introduced the model using Provider,

As

Parents volunteered to pkticipate in tlae committee structure and
plan.

Committee Members established clear objectives. Montlly meetings
were generally held. Meetings aveiaged one hour in length.

Can be adapted to different types of programs.

Increases parent staff cooperation.

Specifies tasks for parents to do for easy implementation.

Reduces work load for overworked staff and-directors.

Lets parents see clear accomplishmentwEen the tasks are completed.

Allows staff and parents to" gef better understanding of benefits of
involvement.

Causes parents to feel they ire a part of program.

Causes children to become more excited about the program..

r
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Recommendations:

4

This model is very effective for programs seeking new and concrete
ways of involving parents and for programs attempting to reach out
beyond the core of reOars tà involve:different parents. For optimal
success with working peents, mesangs or work sessions should be brief,
well organized, and held at convenient times for parents. This mudel is
easier for,day care centers to implement than it is for family day cgre
homes, because.center3, have more parents and more staff. However
it is ideal for family day'care associatipns or networks willing to organize 1"

a coordinated parent committee structure toachieve a6tually beneficial
goals. f

RESOURCES

RESTON CHILDREN\S CENTER

The Reston Children's Center in Virginia is a good example of a program in which parent
committees provide considerable support to the director. The program serves 160 families, each of
,which contributej ten hours af work a year. his a ersified program offering many types of care

an all day cen r based program, half day nursery school.and kindergarten, after-school care, and
satellite famil homes. Madeline Fried, the director, sees parents as her mainstay and manages to
use parents as an important resource to accomplish the goals of her multifaceted program "Day
care requires a lot of expertise," she says, "and while directors have a lot, they don't have it all

Parents can-be especially helpful if given specific tasks to match their skills." The committees vary
from one year to the next, depending on program needs. Receptly,-the center built a new facility,

so a landscaping committee was organized. Other committees include:

interior maintenance;

fundraising;

.classroom supportsubstituting in the classroom, helping on field trips, making equipment anii:1
materials for the classroom;

office supporttyping, xeroxing;

sewing;

telephoningreminding parents of meetings.

Madeline Fried would be happy to share her expei-iences with parent committees. Write to her
rat:

Reiton Children's Center
12100 Sunset ffills Road
Reston, VA 22090

164
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Definitipn:

Goal:

Steps:

PARENT BOARDS*
4

BACKGROUNri INFORMATION

a A group fbf people who serve in an advisory ot decision king capacity
and who accept responsibility for guiding the day care rogram.

To advise and/or govern the day care program and director.

1. Decide whether you want to set up a formal structure by incor-
porating as a nonprofit organization. Advantages are that it ensures
an ongoing tructure to sustain the program, limits personal liability,
an& provides tax-exempt status which helps in fundraising. The
provider must be willing to share decision making rewsponsibilities
with others.

2. Define the responsibilities of the Board. For example:

Policy makingthe Board is responsible for creating and setting ,

educational policies, personnel and hiring policies, and overall
program priorities.

Administrationthe Boar4 oversees the administration of the
program, ensuring that p6licies and plans are canied out.

Financialthe Board is accountable for the money ancrother
assets-of-the- corporation. It reviews, advises oh, and approves
budgets prepared by the director.

3. Develop by-laws whichfet forth the rules and procedures for run-
ning the organization.

4. Orient new Board members. Some suggestions follow:

Maintain a folder containing information on the center's program,

'This model was not fully plot tested Therefore, rio model data were obtained from the field work penod
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6.

by-laws, Board 'responsibilities, finances, and current 'Board
members. Make this information available to new Board mem-

,
bers. Invite new Board members to attend the lagt'Board meeting
prior to their term.
4/

Set aside time 'at the first Board meeting of every year to provide
an orientation for new Board members., .

Ask outgoing Board members to provide information to new
members about their former roles.

4/4

5. Select officers: chairperson, secretarY,treasurer.

6. Establislylommittees to do the Board'sy)ork such as program and
curriculum planning, nominating, and financial planning.

7. Appoint or solicit one _individual who will monitor the Board and
keep on top.of everything that js happening. One person must
assume responsibility for coordinating the work of the Board; this
may be the Director of a program, the Chairperson of the Board,
or a designated member of the.staff. This person can do the fol,
lowing:

Meet with new Board members to explain the operation of the
Board.

Be available to answer estions Board members may have
regarding issues on the agenda. -

, Telephone Board members once a morith to inform them of
good news as well as problems. This is 'especially appropriate
for programs that do not have monthly Board meetings.

8. 'Run good meetings. Here are some tips:

Conduct get acquainted exercises with new groups to make sure
evefy-Orie knows eVeryone else.

'Welcome late-comers, introduce, them, and 'explain what you
are doing.

Have a sense of humor.
4.,

Be considerate of the needs of group members by choosing a
convenient meeting locOon, serving refreshments, or providing
transportation or child care.
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Benefits:

L

%

,

Notify everyone personally. about the meeting, and call absent
*members after the meeting to bring them up to date. Assign
tasks. Be sure to send absent members a copy of the minutes.,

Start on time; prepare an agenda and stick to it; end promptly.
,

Ensure r.)anicipation by everyone. If important issues are to be
discussed, let people know in advance. If necessary, give back-
ground information for new members so they can ,participate
fully.

Make sure that no one dominates the meeting, and encourage
shy members to share their ideas. If necessafy, call them up later
to find out what they are thinking.

Try t6 reach a consensu,s on important decisions. Be sure all
important objections are' raised and explored. Make decisions
and see that they get implemented.

.4"
Follow up on assignments as necessdiry. Review assignments
which people have accepted at previous meetings and see if they
have completed the tasks. If not, ask if extra help is needed or
reassign to see that the tasks are accornplished... ,

' Evaluate the mee43. Give each person an opportunity to offer
feedback anAliscugs ,how these suggestions could be imple-
menthd. '',

, .
Keep accurate and concise minutes and distribute them to eyery-
one.

9. Post on the parent bulletin board the agenda and minutes of board
meetings, so everyone knows what is being discussed and what
the Board decided. ,

10. Send monthly director's reports to Board members. These can
include past minutes, financial reports, daily attendance reports and
information on current and upcoming business.

,
Parents who accept a decision making role in their child's day care
program demonstrate a willingness to share responsibility for what
happens to the program.

The network 'of contacts in the community is' greatly increased by
.establishing a Parent Board.

#
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Problems:

Solutions:

Requirements/
Resources Needed:

An active Parent Board is knowledgeable about the program and
able to support it in times of crisis (as in funding negotiations).

Providers are able to share the responsibility of running a program
and are less likely to burn out.

Parents don't have time fo come to meetinT and assume respon-
sibility.

It takes a lot of work to tordinate and nurture an effective Board,
and providers are already too busy.

Board members lose interest and participation wanes.

Parents who are not given real responsib,ty and power may lose
interest.

Minimize the number of meetings. Much of the Board's work can be
accomplished by small committees and by telephone.

When you -do meet, ensure that the meetings are efficient and en-
joyable

Ensure* that one person is willing to assume responsibility to make
the Board work and to follow up on decisions.

Build trust and morale by showing appreciation for w6rk completed
listening to all viewpoints, being organized and prepared, and fol-
lowing through.

Delegate real responsibilitsdh parents and committees. For example,
the Personnel Committee can help by recruiting, screening, inter-
viewing, evaluating, and recommending new staff.

. Parents committed to the day care program. Interested individuals

a&
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6THE EXTENDED DAY PROGRAM

-,
A good example of Parent Boards can be found in the Extended Day Programs in Brookline,

Mass.aausetts The after-school programs are housed in public schools but organized and run by
Parent Boards Each school program has its own Board composed of the school pnncipal and

,. parents Boards are responsible for initiating, developing, and adwinistefing the after-school program.
They establish tuition rates, hire staff, determine eligthility, and are responsible for the curriculum.
Each Parent Board works closely with its school principal (who is a voting member of the Board),
interviews prospective staff, and makes recomrriendations for hinng. Because parent involvement
is so extensive, parents burn out easily, and there is a high turnover on Parent Boards. While the
transition to a neW Board may present difficulties, it ensures that parents share the responsibilities,
new parents bring new ideas to the program.

The after-school programs are legally "sponsored- by the public schools as Extended Day Pro-
grams in order to meet the licensing,requirements of the state. These requirements are designed
for preschool programs and would have made the school facilities available if the programs applied
for a license as a "day care program." Children are offered a choice of activities, including sports,
gym, swimming, creative movement, arts any' crafts, drama, music, trips, and carpentry. Decisions
about the program content are made by the-staff and parents with the underlying goal of providing
a ikarm, cozy environment for the children witti .4 variety of educational and recreational activities.
Space to "do nothing" is also offered, as well as quiet periods and naps for younger children.

.
School.principals and parents alike are enthusiastic about the program. The Superintendent of

Schools feels the program has brought the parents into the public khools and that this'involvement
ha9 ramifications beyond their involvement in after-school care. "This builds up a cbnstituency of
parents who feel that they have a direct, vested interest in the public schools. Parents are very
'concerned about the quality of adult contact of this day care for their children. Were the schools
to run it, you wouldn't have that vested interest."*

Information and assistance in setting up an after school program can be obtained from the School-
Age Child Care Project at Wellesley College. They are currently preparing a manual designed to
help groups, especially parents, who want after-school pfograms for their children.. The project is
also initiating demonstration programs in eight sites across the country with the specific intention of
helping other groups to organize programs in their communities.

-

For more information, contact:
, .

School-Age Child Caie Project
Wellesley College Center for Research on Women
828 Washington Street
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617) 235-0320, Ext. 785 or 781

*James A Levine Day Care *and the Public Schools. Newton, MA Education Development Center, Inc , 1978.
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Definition:

PARENT/PROVIDER
ADVOCACY GROUPS*

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (,

'Organizations of child care providers, riarenig,--and interet-ed individuals
who band together for the purpose of improving the quality of child
care programs. They often emerge in crisis periods a.nd then become
comprehensive support systems offering information end referral, train-
ing, tOy and equipment libraries, as well as advocacy.

Goal: To advocate fqr <lay care generally and the program in particular.

Steps: 1. Identify a small number of people who share the same ci3r.icerns
who may be fighting the same battles.

2. Talk informally with these people and use them as a. core group.
Discuss other people or organizations' who might be involved.

3. Plan a general meeting and have_the core group invite others.

Discuss the purpose of calling the group together and the ideas
generated 'by the core group.

Encourage participants tO share their concerns and needs and list
the ideas.

Set priorities on the list of needs, identifying which ones the group
will address first.

Focus on one issue that the group feels is attainable.

Brainstorm how to address the issue identified.

3
4. Develop 4tr, tegies. z

*This modd was not pilot tested Therefore no demonstration data are,ailable
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IdentifY what tasks need to be done and who will do them.Give
specific tasks to people and set deadlines,

5. Develop a systematit approach to handling a crisis so that the group
' becomes more organized and effective. Do this by establishing: _

,
clearly defined goals and objectives;

o strong alliesfinding people in the.legislature who are'friendly to
your cause;

S o. , s .

a,knowledge of where to apply pressure, and how;

timetables for action.

,. .
6: Identify and teach the group effective techniques in influencing leg-

- ) islators and government officials in a crisis situation. These techniques
include: i

telephone calls,

indMdual letters:

telegrams,
.

visits,

testimony at heatings, particUlarly by parents,

use of the mass media. ,

7. Publicize your story and your successes.

Learn to use the media for publit relations.

Spread the word on day care.

8. Assess changing needs as the organization grows..
f

Consider incorporating as a nonprofit group...

Keep membership in touch with each other; for example, with a
newsletter. s

, Seek funds from membership, 'foundations, and local businesses.

,
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Broaden your base of people involved, e.g., churches, business
leaders.

Serve as a resource for members and their community by pro-,
viding information and referral.

Requirementi/
Resources Needed: Parents

Benefits:

Problems:

Providers

An office, coordinator, art'd volunteer staff, depdriding on' the size of
the. organization.

Day pre providers and parents of young children are often the most
isolad groups and can benefit greatly by forming alliances.

.ftra

A w l organized group is more effective than indMdualsbin handling
the l gglative ald funding battles that often confront day care prov-
iders.

,

,

Providers and parents in share resources:

joint sponsorship of trainiiag programs;
. ,

toy and equipment- lending/ libraries;

support groups;

information and referral services for parents seeking day care.

The quality of day care is improved.

L.
It takes a lot of work to organize and coordinate such a diverse group.

While members have many goals in common, they often have their
own set of priorities.

You need funds to establish, a central location and hire a coordinator.

Interest and participation teno wane after a crisis has been solved:

Solutions: Distribute the responsibilities. Trst p find volunteers who have a strong
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interest in child care.

,

Establish a Board of Diredors elected by the members and have
them set priorities.

Charge membership dues, hold fundraising ev,ents, and contact local '
foundations.and businesses for grants.- -

Develop other services which will provide ongoing benefits for grants.

RESOURCES
-1

WASHINGTON d-IILD DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
«,

The Washington Child Development Council (WCDC). is a grass roots advocacy organization
originally set up in 1973\ by providers in the District of Columbia who were tired of fighting one
crisis after another. It now includes parents, famil'Y home providers, day care staff, and interested .

community.people..WCDC employs an executive director and is governed by its members. The
Board of Directors, elected by the membership, includes 12 child care directors, nine parents, nine
staff members, and nine interested persons.

' 1
WCDC is now a multifacetea organization with several components:

Advocacy. WCDC supports its members in working to improve services for children and families
by assisting and arranging for parents and.providers to testify at hearings on legislation that will
affect the day care community, by conducting voter registration drives to ensure that parents have
greater political influence, and by forming networks with other groups across the-country that are
working to improve the livesclisen' and families.

Information and Referral. WCDC provides parents with .an up-to-date listing o'f licensed and
operating centers as well as personal assistance in locating a center appropriate for their needs.
Services are also available for individuals or businesses who want to set.up a center or family home.
WCDC is the best source of up-to-date information on day care issues and is often consulted by
the news media and others.

Publications. In addition to a newsletter which goes to all its members, WCDC develops its
own publications, responding to needs identified by the membership. Task forces are set up by the

rd to work on particular publication, and then the manuscripts are completed by the staff.
ecause these publications grow out of experience and strongly felt needs, they are practical and
f immediate benefit to parents and providers. WCDC has published p Self-Assessment Guide

(available at $7.50 per copy including postage and handling) to help providers evaluate their own
progress. They are currently completing a Parent Guide to Finding Child Care in Washington,
D.C. and a guide to Working With Handicapped Chydren In Day Care.

..
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Mediation. The Executive Director of WCDC h..'s served as a mediator in disputes or as a
facilitator to help members achieve their,goals. Recently, WCDC "prepped" a parent group, which
met with the School Board .to initiate an after-school program in the public school.

For information, contact ,

, Bobbi Blok
Washington Child Development Center
2121 Decatur Place, N.W. --
Washington D.C. 20008
Phone: 202/387-0002

4
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CHATTER 6. A SELECT
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PARENT
INVOLVEMENT RESOURCES

This' binography contains an 31p-to-date listing of parent invtivement books,, pamphlets, training
matenals program manuals or reports, and similar resources pertinent to topics disaussed in this
Provider Resource manual. Itis_divided_intQ-three sections, to facilitate the_reader's qUick a.ncl easy
reference. Pages 115 -118 describe general parent involvement resources. Parenting, or Parent
EducatiOn resources are described on pages 118-121. Resources related to Parent and Provider .

Advocacy can be found on pages 122 and 123, oEthis bibliograpHy.
In addibon,a lisbng of parent involvement, parent education and child advocacy resource or-

ganizations is included on pages 123 -125.

PARE* INVOLVEMENT RESOURCES

Bergstrom, Joan M., and Joy, Linda. Going to Work? Choosing Care for Infants and Toddlers?
A Parent Guide. Day Care Council of America, 1602 17th Street, NW, Washington, DC, 20009,
1981.

The booklet provides general guidelines for assessing caregivers and child care environments
to assist parents in selectirrg quality in home, family day or center based care for infants and toddlers

Cansler, Dorothy P., Martin, Gloria H.; and Valand, Mary 0. Working With Families. Kaplan
Press, 600 Jonestown Road, Winston-Salem, NC, 27103, 1976.

A resource manual designed to assist staff in improving parent participation in the child de-
wlopment center. (Although the manual specifically addresses parent participation in programs
serving handicapped children, -most suggestions are applicable to all child development programs

Coletta, A.J. Working Together: A Guide to Parent Involvement. GA: Hurnanics Limited,
118k West Peachtree, Atlanta, GA 30309, 1977.

This practical guide explores the nature of parent involvement and highlights sonie strategies
providers can use in increasing the amount of cooperation between home and the child development



Duff, Eleanor R., Hobson, Carol, anctSwick, Kevin, Building Successful Parent-Teacher Part-
nership. Humartics Limited, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta, GA 30309, 1980.

A handbook containing a comprehensive plan for implementing a successful parent involvement

Fund Raising By Parent/Citizen Groups. National Committee for Citizens in Education,uite
410, Wilde Lake Village Green, Columbia, MD, 21044, 1977.

, A basic step ,by step guide to fund raising' activities: Topics covered include developing a
fUnafaigirfg plan, cultivating donors, proposal writing arid forming a tax exempt organization.

Henniger, Michael. Parent Involvement in Education: A BibliogrAphy (ED 174352) ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, Computer Microfilm International, P.P. Box 190, Arlington, VA
22210, 1979. (Available in paper copy or microfiche) 4

A comprehensive annotathd bibliography of parent involvement in education resource Materials.

Honig, A.S. Parent Involvement in Eaily Childhood ,Education. National Association for thee
Education of Young Children, 1834 Connecticut Avenue, 'NW, Washington, DC 20009, 1972.

This book provides a foundation foz, underStailding the need for parent involyement in day
care and presents information to help parents and providers work together more effectively in.
Meeting children's needs.

Kuykendall, Crystal. Developing Leadership for Parent/Citizen Groups. National Committee
for Citizens in Education, Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green, ColumNa, MD, .21044, 1976.

A handbook designed for parent leaders and staff working with parent gro' ups. Leadership
styles, making the group work and motivating others are key issues discussed.

A

Mattick, Ilse, and Perkins, Frances J. Guidelines for Observation and Assissment: An Ap-
proach to Evaluating the Learning Environment of a Day Care Center. The Day Care and
Child Development Council of Arrierica, 1972. (Distributed by GryphOn House, Inc., P.O. Box 217,
Mt. Rainier, MD, 20712)

A guide on how to evaluate a day care setting through observation. It. outlines three broad,
observable categories. physical setting, interactional setting (relationships), and program. Within ezich
category, specific questions or eleMents to focus on are presented.

McSpadden, Lucia Ann. Head Start Day Care Center, 615 South 3rd Street East, Salt Lake

0.0
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.
City, UT. Reprinted by the Day Care and Child Developrrtent Council of Anierica, 160? 17th Street,
NW, Washington, DC, 20009, 1982.

An easy to digest descriptiontf an ongoing evalua*tion process for day care programs developed
and used by parents, staff and administrators at the Head Start Day Care Center, Salt Lak City,
Utah. Describes how the process was put inplace and the p\rocess in action.

Meyers, G.E., and Myers, M.T. The Dynamics of Human Communication: A Laboratory
Approach. McGraw Hill, Inc., New York, NY, 1973.

This comprehensive textbook explores in detail the essential elements of human interaction
ond communication: It provides practical information orrways to imProve the commurtication process
(Useful in improving parent/staff communication.)

Momson, George S. Parent Involvement in the Home, School and Community Charles E
Merrill Publishing Co., Columbus, OH, 1978.

This comprehensive book explores the whys and hows of parent involvement. It looks at home
based programs, programs for parents with handicapped children and parenting programs

;

Nirenberg, J.S. Getting Through to People. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NY, 1975.

This book examines the nature of communication and highlights the common stumbling blocks
which prevent individuals ieom communicating effectively with one .another. (Useful in improving
parent-staff communication.)

Rich, DorOthy, and Jones, Cynthia. A Family Affair: ,Education, The Home ahd School Institute,
Trinity College, WasHngton, ,DC, 20017, 1977.

Outreach strategies from school to home, home. learning octivities and home learning systems
such as the Home Report Card system arid the Turning TV Viewing into Doing system are described.
A review of researchand projects around the country that validate the home and family as critical
factors in children's educational achieVement. ,

4/0

Rich, Dorothy, and Mattox, Beverly. 101 Activities for Building More Effective School-
Community Involvement. The Home-SchooHnstitute, Trinity College, Washington, DC, 20017,
1976.

The publication contains i vast assortment orpractical activities for schoacommunity leaders
and teachers to ige in the gap between the school or child development center, the home and the
tommunity. Categones of activities include communicating the word from school to home, developing

-117
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the Rome as an educational "instilution-, utilizing community resources, voluiateers in the dassroom, .
and fund raising.

Rood, Larry Parents and Teachers Together. A Training Manual for Parent Involvement
in Head Start Centers. DAy Care and Child Development Coundl of America, Inc., 1602 17th

'Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009, 1970.

A manual consisting of trainthg exercises to assist groups of parents and staff in working together
in Head Start and other child -development programs.

Rood, t..arry, and Curry, Leah J. The Head Start Parent Handbook. Gryphon House, P.O. Box
217, Mt. Rainier, MD, 20712: 1982.

A basic description of parent involvement in Head Start including parent involvemeht guidelines
and a description of the avenues Of participation. in Head Start.

PARENTING RESOURCES

Baratta-Lorton, Mary. Workjobs for Parents. Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading,
MA: 1975.

Workjobs For Parents is a comprehensi'Ve'resource manual which clearly describes 43 "wOrk-
jobs" or learning activities 'for parents to make and use with their 3 through 6 year olds. For each
activity, the author delineates the materials needed, skills gained, ways to get the activity underway
and how to follow up the activity.

.The Boston Women's Health Book Collective, Ourselves and Our Children, A Book by and
for Pents. Random House, New York, NY, 1978. (Also distributed by Gryphon House, P.O.
Box'217, Mt. Rainier, MD, 20712)

) A frank exploration of topics such as whether and' when to become a parent, pregnancy,
adoption, child rearing, and different forms families can take. Resources of professional and lay help
for parents to turn to is,also included.

Brown, Susan, and Kronhauser, Pat. Working Parents: How To Be Happy With Your Children.
Hilmainics Limited, 1182 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, GA, 30309, 1977.

This publication focupes on assisting working parents to improve the quality of time spent with
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their children, different child rearing apprOaches, the importance of suitable child care arrangements,
child care related problerns, and activities for the parent and child to work ori together are discussed

Bum, Kent Garland, and Kalkstem, Karen. Smart Toys for Babies From Birth td Two. Harper
and Row, New york, NY. (Also distributed by Gryphon house, P.O. Box 275, Mt. Rainier, MD,
20712)

Each.chapter of this book discusses the interest and ability of babies in a certain age range and
,the toys most appropnate for them. (More than 70 toys to make for babies and toddlers are described )

Comer,/J.P., and Poussaint, A.F. Black Child Care: How to Bring Up a Healthy Black Child
in America, A Guide to Emotional and Psychological Development. Simon and Schuster,
New York, NY, 1975.

A handbook for parents of Black children offering advice on helping children to develop
emotional and psychological well being in a racist social environment.

Crary, 'Elizabeth. Without Spanking or Spoiling: A Practical Approach to Taddler and
Preschool Guidance. Parenting Press, 7750 31st Avenue, NE, Seattle, WA 98115, 1979d(Also
distributed by Gryphon House, P.O. Box 217, Mt. Rainier, MD, 20712)

1 This book offers parents alternatives to spanking or spoiling by showing parents how to substitute
acceptable behaviors for unacceptable ones and how to identify and use effective consequences for
unacceptable behavior.

Families Learning Together at Home and in the Community, Building Adult Knowledge
and Children's Skills. The Home and School Institute, Trinity College, Washington, DC, 20017,
1980.

This home learning program of practical activities for cl;ildren aged 5-12 and their parents
uses the kitchen, the supermarket, and the neighborhood as learning environments. The activities
provide useful information to adults in life skills while giving children practice in math, reading and
attitudes needed for success.

Family Living. ERIC Clearing House on Elementary and Early Childhood EduCation College of
Education, University Of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 61801, 1980.

A set.of 24 one-page bullWins dealing with a variety of topics such as child development and
"Children's Feelings-, "Understanding Behavior.- (Useful for distributing to parents.)

-

Fraiberg, Selma H. The Magic Years: Understanding the Problems of Early Childhood.
CharleS Scribner's Sons, New York, NY, 1959.
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This book relates the child's emotional and psychological development from birth through six
years to adult in an engaging and comprehensible manner.

Gordon, Ira. Baby Learning Through Baby Play: A Parent's 6uide for the First Two Years.
St. Martin's Press, 175 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10010, 1970. (Also distributed by Gryphon
House, P.O. Box 217, Mt. Rainier, MD 20712)

This book provides parents with simple games to play with their babies and toddlers to help
stimulate intellectual development.

Green, Martin, I. A Sign of Relief, The First Aid Handbook for Childhood Emergencies.
Bantam Book, Inc., 666 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10019, 1977.

The prevention of childhood accidents, emergency and first aid procedures are delineated in
this book

Haas, Carolyn B, The Book of Recipes for Fun, Creative Learning Activities for Home
and School. CBH Publis Inc., 464 Central, Northfield, IL, 60093, 1980.

A comprehensiv.e activity boo ontaining arts and crafts recipes, learning games, indoor-outdoor
games, science activities, and cooki and holiday ideas for children aged 4-12 and their parents
to explore.

Haas, Car,silyn B., Cole, Ann, Weinb rger, Betty K. Recipes for Fun and Learning. CBH Pub-
lishing, 464 Central Avenue, Northfield, IL, 60093, 1982.

A Compilation of creative learning activities for _cl-iildren from preschool through second grade
designed to help children think, create and learn ttfrougplay and exploration.

Jones, Cynthia. Home Learning Enablers Set I and II. The Early Childhood Education Ad-
ministration Institute, 1370 Canterbury Way, Rockville, MD, 20854, 1981.

These sets of 14 home learning activities are designed to encourage parental-child interactions.
The activities are written up in erasy to follow steps and are based on using household objects for
teaching children. Parental feedback sheets are included in the packet to allow parents to inform
the teacher of the child's response to the activity. (Set I is for children aged 3 to 4-1,'2, Set II for 4
to 5-1/2 year olds.)

McLaughlin, Clara J., Frisby, Donald R., MD, McLaughlin, Richard A., M.D., and William, Melvin
W., M.D. Black Parents' Handbook. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New"York, NY, 1976.
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.
An easy to follow parenting guide offering infOrmation on pregnancy, birth, and child care (0-

6), the physical, emotional and mental well being of the Black child is addressed.

-
Parent Education (EDI672.39). VA. ERIC Document Reproduction Service, Computer Microfilm
International, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA, 22210, January 1978 (available in microfiche only)

A bibliogrAphy of ERIC documents and joumal articles on child rearing, child development,
health and school performance.

'Rich, Dorothy and Jones, Cynthia. The Three R's Plus: Teaming Families and Schootsjor
Student Achievemint. Trinity Col -.- Washington, DC, 20017, 1978.

The publication consists
develop children's creative
through junior high stude

home and
inking, readin

are included.

I

entered learning activities designed to help parents
writing and math skills. Activities for preschoolers

Sattes, Beth, and Lawhon, Dell. *Parenting Materials Catalog, Appalachia Educational Labo- -
ratory, Inc., P.O. Box 1348, Charleston, WV, 25325, 1978. ,

A comprehensive catalog of audiovisual parenting and family IMng materials. Materials listed
are described in detailed and evaluated in terms of technical quality and content.

Sparling, Joseph, and Lewis, Isabelle. Learning Games for the First Three Years, Berkley
Publishing Corporation, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 1979.

One hundred games are described and grouped according to six mo.nth age .spans of children
over ,the first three years.

--)

Special Education Index to -Parent Materials. National Information Center for Educational
Media, University of Southern California, University Park-RAN, Los Angeles, CA, 90007, 1980

This inctft describes 2,580 materials that are specifically useful for parents of handicapped
learners. The content of these materials includes learner materials for home instruction, inforrnation
matenals for parents, and professi,onal materials about parents and parent relationships.

Wolfgang, Charles, Madiender, Bea, and Wolfgang, Mary E. Growing and Learning. Through
Play, Activities for Preschool and Kindergarten Children. McGraw Hill, Inc., New York, NY,

1981

The value of play for young children is discussed and over 100 activities/which stiniulate the
socio-emotional, intellectual and physical growth of children are described.
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ADVOCACY RESOURCES FOR PARENTS
AND PROVIDERS

America's Children and Their Families: Basic Facts,. Children's Defensp Fund, 1520 New
Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington,,DC, 20036, 1979.

The booklet provide's a simplified description of the state of children and families in America
today. Important facts on family types, children in poverty, child health, education, child care and
inequality between Black and white children's conditions are stated.

Anatomy of a Hearing. D.C. League of Women Voters, 1730 M Street, NW, Washington, DC,
20036, 1972

Guidelines for assisbng cibzens to present informabon effectwely in public hearings are discussed.

L

Franzel, Donna. Advocacy for Day Caie: From Sandbox to Soapbox. The Day Care Council
of America, Inc.. 1602 17th Street, NW, Washington, DC, 20009, 1982.

The focus of the handbook is assisting day care directors, staff, parents and board member to
be articulate acfvocates for day care, children, and families. Topics covered include techniques for
making your, case, establishing productive relationships and gaining.the support of legislators, arld
essential elements for effectively communicating through letter writing.

It's Time to Stand Up for Your Children: A Parent's Guide tc; Child Advocacy. DC.
Children's Defense Fund, 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C., 20036, 1979.

An action oriented booklet that explains the "whys and Flows- of child and family advocacy
in a direct comprehensible manner.

Public Action Kit. D.C. League of Women Voters, 1730 M Street, NW, Washington, DC, 20036.

This kit describes how to organize and obtain support for public action goals.

Schimmel, David, and Fischer, Louis. The Rights of Parents in the Education of Their Chil-
dren. National Committee for Citizens in Education, Suite 410, Wilde,Lake Village Green, Columbia,
MD, 21044, 1977.

The book identfies and discusses the legal rights that parents have in the education of their
children from kindergarten through high school. r

:
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Tell It to Washington. D.C. League.of Women Voters, 1730 M Street, NW, Washington, DC,
20036, 1981.

The booklet contains information on lobbying effectively and how and when to contact legislative
representaiives.

LISTING OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT,
PARENT EDUCATION AND CHILD
ADVOCACY RESOURCE ORGANIZATIONS

Action for Children's Television, Inc
46 Austin treet
Newton le, MA 02160
(617)52 -5870

Association for Childhood Education
International
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washingthn, DC 20016
(202)363-6963

Bank Street Colle-ge of Education
610 West 112 Street
New York, NY 10014
(212)663-7200

Bilingual Education Service Center
500 Dwyer Avenue
Arlington heights, IL 60005
(312)870-4100

Children's Defense Rind
1520 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washingthn, DC 20036
(202)483:1470

The Children found'ation
1420 New York Avenue., NW
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20005
(202)347-3300
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Day Care and Child Development
Council of America, Inc.
1602 17th Street, NW ,

Washington, DC 20009
(202)745-0220

Education Development Center, In#K
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 01260
(617)969-7100

ERIC Clearing House on Elementary and
Early Childhood Education

-raillege of-Education
University of Illinois
805 West_Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217)333-1386

Family Service Associltion of Anierica
44 East 23rd Street
New rork, NY 10010 -
(212)674-6100

Home anal School Institute, Inc
'Trinity College
Washington, DC 20017
(202)466-3633

Institute for Development of Home-School
Programs
Merrimack Education Center
101 Mill Road
Chelmsford, MA 91824
(617)256-9225

Institute for Respansive Education
775 CommonwealthAvenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-3309

National Association for the Education
of Young Children
1834 Connecticut Avenue, NW-
Washington, DC 20009
(202)232-8777
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National Black Child Development Institute, Inc.
1463 Rhode Island Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202)387-1281

Nationil Committee for Citizens
in Education`
Suite 410
Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, MD 21044
(301)997-9300

Parents Anonymous
22330 -1-15-Mhtitiit-B1vd:

Torrance, CA
(800)421-0353

Parents Without Partners, Inc.
International Office
7910 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301)654-8850
(800)638-8078
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APPENDIX 1

SAMPLE BABYSITTING COOPERATIVE
WILLISTON, N.D.

CONSTITUTION

'
2

ARTICLE I

ARTICLE II

The name of the organization shall be WILLISTON SITTERS CO-OP,
its purpose being to offer to its membership an emotionally stable en-
vironment for their children when cared for outside of their home.

Qualification of Membership

A. There will be' a maximum of 30 members in the cd-op. '

, B. A prospective member must be highly recommended by a member
in the co-op.

C. All members must live in the city of Williston.
-

ARTICLE III Officers and their Election

A. The Office of the co-op shall be as follows: Chairwoman, Vice-

Chairwoman and. the Timekeeper.

B. The officers of the Co-op abd one alternate shall make up the Review
Board; an alternate shall be elected al the regular election.

C. The Review Board shall serve as the Nominating Committee for
officers who shall be elected in May, tenure beginning in September:

ARTICLE IV Meetings of the co-op

A. Meetings shall be held the third Wednesday at 7:00 pm every two
months.

B. Members Shall hostess meetings in voluntary atter.

ARTICLE V0,
Amendments to the Constitution
-

7$

c---
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A. The Amendment must be submitted at the previous regular meeting.
. >

B. A vote of two-thirds of the members present is required to adopt
Amendment.

BY-LAW

ARTICLE I
,-

Duties of Officers

A. Chairwoman

1. One Year tenure.
2.' Presides over meetings of membership and Review Board.
3. Keeps a waiting list of prospective members.
4. Notifies Member of her dismissal.
5. Keeps a record of hostesses and timekeeper.
6. Acts as treasurer when necessary.
7. Shall act as a telephone committee along with hostess and vice-

chairwoman notifying members of meetings 'at least three days
in advance.

B. Vice-Chairman

1. One year tenure.
2. Presides when chairwoman is absent.
3. Keeps an attendance record and calls roll at meetings.
4. Keeps accurate minutes of regular meetings of the memberShip

and Review Board.

C. Timekeeper

/

1. Two month tenure.
.

2. Records debit and credit hours.
3. Balances a timesheet each month for each member.
4. Reminds any member when she has not used the club two weeks

prior to closing of the timesheet.
5. Shall keep records in timekeeper's book for one year.

ARTICLE II Duties of the Review Board
-

A. The Review Board shall meet at their convenience when necessary.

127
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ARTICLE HI
s.

)

a'

B. Any excuse brought to the attention of the chairwoman shall be
presented at the time.

t

C. It shall decide upon any issues pertaining to enforcement off the
- By-Laws of the Co-oP.

40
D. The Board shall'have the power to dismiss any member who does

not comply with the rules as stated in the Constitution and By-Laws
with 4 majority vote of those present.

Requirements of Membership

**A. Members must give at least five hours in two months; if impossible
to do so, inform the Board.

B. May have one unexcused absence from regular rheetings.

**1. Two unexcused absences mill result in dismissal from the Co-
op.

2. It is the member's responsibility to report her excuse to the
Chairwoman or Vice-Chairwoman prior to the meeting missed.

C. A member leaving the Co-op with debit hours mast pay the Chair-
woman $1.00 per hour owed to be debited among the members.

D. A member leaving the club with credit hours will have 60 days to
dispense her hours at her own discretion or will forfeit them to be
divided equally as possible among the members.

E. All prospective members must attend one, meeting to become a
member.

F. After the birth of a new baby, a member is entitled to inactive status
for two mdnths without penalty. I

G. If a member misses a Co-op meeting, she is responsible for making
arrangements to pick up her time sheet from the chairwoman.

ARTICLE IV Rules for Sitting ,.

A. When engaging a sitter, indicate time of arrival and return; call if
you will be late. ,

B. Be prompt!

,
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ARTICLE V.

,.

,

1

C. Gadder is suggested to advise sitter if her children are allergic to
anythihg or not allowed to ,have something.

D. Both sitter and gadder are required to inform each other of family
illness at any time 'before they sit.

E. Sitter must not leave the house without advising gadder.

F. Husbands may sit with permission of gadder..

G. GacIder should leave number and address of destination, when
possible, otherwise that of a relative or friend.

H. Only verbal discipline is allowed.

,

Rules on Time
7--

A. lime of departure and return will be figured to the nearest quarter
hour. . : I

B. Sitters must report time within one MONTH of the sitting or the
Timekeeper will not accept the time.

C. An extra one-half hour is earned if the children are fed lunch; one
extra hour for supper. This does not hold if the mother sends lunch/
supper with the child.

D. A sitter may earn full time while sitting for more than one family
simultaneously. House guests are considered a separate time.

E. No member may be debited or credited with more than 30 hours.

.ARTICLE VI Expulsion,

,

**These rules will be

t
A. Membership will be terminated by the Review Board after the second

unexcused absence or if a member does not gad at least five hours i
in two months without an excuse. -

,
B. If a sitter's actions are found to be detrimental to the welfare of any

of our children by a gadder, a complaint should be made to the
Review Board which will then make a recommendation to the mem-
bership; a vote of the majority of the members present can terminate
the membership of the sitter in question.

forced!!

..


